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Abstract

Henry Chesbrough introduced the concept of ”open innovation”, arguing that: ”Valuable
ideas can come from inside or outside the company, and can go to market from inside or
outside the company as well”. We also observe an individual - Johnny Chung Lee - and a IT
guild - The Eclipse Open Innovation Network - openly sharing their ideas - as a matter of
principle - with the wide-webbed-world, seeing openness and meritocracy as accelerators of
innovation. Moreover, when we think of a network nowadays, we quickly make the connection
with the Internet, and especially the advent of ”Web 2.0”. Setting off from these premisses, we
search for a suitable business model behind Innovation 2.0 - the synthesis of ”Open Innovation”
and ”Web 2.0” - and look deeper into the business and personal success factors and inhibitors.
Considering the novelty of these concepts, it was necessary as a first step to clearly define and
scope the subject, and to analyse the innovation workspace (using SWOT). Deeming Porter’s
model of the ”Value Chain” and the ”5 competitive forces” inappropriate to support online
services and ”open innovation”, we looked into the feasability of the MCM Business Model
Framework developed at the University of St. Gallen. Rather that bluntly taking ”Web
2.0” by storm, we follow Andrew McAfee’s reasoning, that there is merit in the effectuation
of specific collaboration-enhancing features, which he captured in the acronym SLATES.
The case of Microsoft is brought forward to demonstrate that many companies currently
underwrite (internal) collaborative innovation, and carefully start to venture in the ”Open”
world. However the main outcome of this study, is reconfirmation that people stand at the
center of the innovative enterprise.

Electronic: http://www.hoornaert.net/files/VUB_MBIM_Open_Innovation_2.0.pdf

Cover: The School of Athens or ”Scuola di Atene” painted by the Italian Renaissance
artist Raphael between 1510 and 1511, as it can be admired in the Stanze di Raffaello, in
the Apostolic Palace in the Musei Vaticani. Standing at its centre - surrounded by fellow
Greek philosophers - are Plato (holding the ”Timaeus”) on the left, and his student Aristotle
(holding the ”Nicomachean Ethics”) on the right. For the Renaissance artist, philosopher
and scientist, insight and innovation became a way of life.

http://www.hoornaert.net/files/VUB_MBIM_Open_Innovation_2.0.pdf
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Chapter 1

Extending Innovation Channels

1.1 Prologue

Alfred North Whitehead once remarked that the greatest invention of the nineteenth century

was the method of invention. [4, p. 22] Indeed throughout the last two centuries of the past

millennium, the availability of capital for investment, the spirit of enterprise, combined with

the force of innovation, allowed human beings to transform long known raw materials such

as oil, gas and steam in motion, light and electricity. Cast, pressed, welded and revetted iron

overtook wood into machines, vehicles and railways. [10] The Merriam-Webster Third New

International Dictionary (Unabridged) defines ”innovation” as: ”Something that deviates from

established doctrine or practise .... as the driving force in practical economic advance”. Even

though innovation undoubtedly accelerated over this period, one could argue that innovation

has always been part and parcel of human practise long before, from the very moment Homo

Sapiens shaped the tools of his future. So why questioning a successful formula, is there

a point for organisations to tinker with the very foundation of civilisation itself? As the

following two - more down-to-earth - examples intend to illustrate, the objective remains

unchanged - i.e. gain advantage over our environment and our competitors - but the process

of innovation is constantly being re-invented.

7
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1.2 Vignette 1 - Johnny Chung Lee

Traditionally the gaming-market (PC, portable and TV-console) has harboured the most

creative souls in the software industry, bringing together multi-media, story-telling, artificially

intelligent behaviour, competition and gamers-networking. By the very dynamic nature of

internet, the given hyperlink might already be broken, but at the time of writing, an individual

named Johnny Chung Lee published three of his own invented extensions to the Nintendo Wii

game console at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~johnny/projects/wii. A novel feature of the

Wii Console - launched in the second half of 2006 - is the wireless controller - named the ”Wii

Remote” - that can be operated as a handheld pointing device and which is able to detect

motion and rotation in three dimensions. The new generation of game consoles is already

able to play DVDs and connect to the internet to download new games or to participate in

network games, but by re-thinking the most essential peripheral from a gamer’s perspective,

Nintendo fights to keep a competitive edge over Microsoft’s Xbox 360 and Sony’s Playstation

3. In the category of the hand-held devices, we could witness a similar attempt to enhance

the user experience, with the release of the Nintendo DS, which possesses two - instead of

the classic single - screen. In addition, the lower acts as a touchscreen, and multiple consoles

within short range can connect over Wi-Fi. In the early days, only the games themselves

were a determining selling factor, as the architecture of the consoles was cast in concrete.

Now manifacturers are tapping into the community - instead of trying to control - in order to

open up ways by which their products interacts with the user on one side and the community

on the other side. One example of stimulating this interaction, is active participation in the

Open Directory Project (www.dmoz.org), a human-edited directory of the web, maintained by

a global community of volunteer editors. Microsoft on the other hand - with its primary focus

on system and application platforms - brought XNA Game Studio Express to the market.

This Game Development Suite is akin to the Visual Studio IDE (Integrated Development

Environment), and is an attempt to get users, companies and academic institutions involved

in own game development, and thus committed to the Microsoft platform. 1

Back to the Nintendo Wii Console, Johnny Chung Lee - a Graduate PhD student in the

Human-Computer Interaction Institute at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh - decided

it was time to move beyond gaming. On his web-site, he promotes three projects for the

Wii. Project number one allows tracking of your fingers. This will let you interact with

your computer by waving your hands in the air, similar to screen interaction in the science-

fiction movie ”Minority Report”. The concept in itself is not original, see ThinSight research

1www.microsoft.com/presspass/press/2006/aug06/08-13XNAGameStudioPR.mspx

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~johnny/projects/wii
www.dmoz.org
www.microsoft.com/presspass/press/2006/aug06/08-13XNAGameStudioPR.mspx
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from Shahram Izadi and Steve Hodges in the area HCI (Human Computer Interaction) -

Sensors and Devices - Interactive Surface Areas. 2 A key differentiator is that all this can

be accomplished by using a LED array and some reflective tape (in conjunction with the

console). Project number two provides a low cost multi-point interactive whiteboard using

the remote. Since the Wii remote can track sources of infrared (IR) light, it is able to track

a stylus with has an IR led in the tip. By pointing a Wii remote at a projection screen or

LCD display, the Wii owner is able to create an interactive white board or tablet display,

working with up to 4 pens. Last but not least project number three enables head tracking for

desktop displays. By head mounting a sensor, you can accurately track the location of your

head and render view dependant images on the screen. When interfaced with 3D-rendering

software, the display will react to head and body movements, creating a realistic illusion of

depth and space. Besides the Wii projects, Johnny Chung Lee also published ideas on a giant

paint balloon slingshot, brain-computer interaction, kinetic typography and an electric cello,

all while blogging on http://procrastineering.blogspot.com (”Giving into productive

distractions”). Johnny Chung Lee matches the Da Vinci, Archimedes or Edison archetype

of the all-round genius in more then one fashion. What sets him and a young generation

of inventors apart, is that their concoctions are instantaneously globally accessible by simply

traversing the word-wide-web, a far cry compared to Leonardo’s encrypted scientific, anatomy

and engineering studies. Through distinctive web 2.0 features such as blogs, they can enter

into dialogue with the entire world, not just with their Maecenas of service. In the case of

Johnny Chung Lee, he doesn’t seem to be too troubled about patenting his ideas neither,

taking satisfaction in contributions to his Project Fund, to support the creation of public

tutorials, free software, and the manufacturing of low-cost hardware. As such he is one of the

individual proponents of ”Open Innovation”, as will be explained further in this paper.

2http://research.microsoft.com/cml/handsOn.aspx#ThinSight

http://procrastineering.blogspot.com
http://research.microsoft.com/cml/handsOn.aspx#ThinSight
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1.3 Vignette 2 - The Eclipse Open Innovation Network

A second example to introduce the research-subject of this master thesis, is the Eclipse

Open Innovation Network. Eclipe is an open-source Integrated Development Environment

primarily targeting Java. The List of Projects include frameworks, the runtime and device

software, as well as tools for test and performance, SOA (Service Oriented Architectures),

modelling and data management and business intelligence and reporting (BIRT). 3 Essentially

the Eclipse Foundation provides four services to the Eclipse community: (1) IT Infrastructure,

(2) IP Management, (3) Development Process, and (4) Ecosystem Development. The IT In-

frastructure is necessary for the source code repositories, Bugzilla databases, development

oriented mailing lists and newsgroups, download site and web site itself. Intellectual Prop-

erty (IP) Management facilitates the use of open source technology in commercial software

products and services under the Eclipse Public License (EPL), which has been approved by

Open Source Initiative (OSI).4. On the Eclipse web-site, it is stated that the Foundation

promotes the Eclipse Development Process, assisting in new new project startups and

ensuring that all Eclipse projects are run in an open, transparent and meritocratic manner.

The Foundation applies its own governance model to preserve and develop an Ecosystem

in which no single entity is able to control the strategy, policies or operations of the Eclipse

community. The initial consortium was founded in November 2001 with Borland, IBM, MER-

ANT, QNX Software Systems, Rational Software, Red Hat, SuSE, TogetherSoft and Webgain,

and to date includes 21 Strategic Members, 118 Add-in Providers and 23 Associate Members

(Publishers, Research Institutes and Standard Organisations).

Eclipse’s Business Model can best be understood by analysing their Public Charter. [1] The

organisation itself is being identified as two-fold. On one hand a profitable eco-system:

Eclipse is a consortium of major software vendors, solution providers, corpo-

rations, educational and research institutions and individuals working together to

create an eco-system that enhances, promotes and cultivates the Eclipse open

platform with complementary products, services and capabilities. Eclipse embraces

the importance of value capture, focusing consciously on building a commercially

profitable ecosystem.

3http://www.eclipse.org/projects/listofprojects.php
4http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical

http://www.eclipse.org/projects/listofprojects.php
http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical
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On the other hand a vibrant open source community:

Eclipse is an open source community focused on developing a universal plat-

form of frameworks and exemplary tools that make it easy and cost-effective

to build and deploy software in today’s connected and unconnected world. The

Eclipse community is focused on value creating by creating an innovation net-

work, i.e. a vendor-neutral and openly governed community for collaboration and

joint software development.

The Charter also gives meaning to the values of Open Development:

• Open - Eclipse is open to all and provides the same opportunity to all. Everyone

participates with the same rules; there are no rules to exclude any potential contributors

which include, of course, direct competitors in the the marketplace.

• Transparent - Project discussions, minutes, deliberations, project plans, plans for new

features, and other artifacts are open, public and easily accessible.

• Meritocracy - The more you contribute the more responsibility you will earn. Leader-

ship roles in Eclipse are merit-based and earned by peer acclaim.

The need for a new business model is justified by the observation that the traditional

software business model is broken, as software development cost structures today lack any

correlation to creation of value for customers. Furthermore it is stated than 80 percent of

investment and maintenance costs go into build and support of infrastructures for which

companies derive zero differentiating product value. Hence the need - according to Eclipse

- to collaborate on the platform, and compete on products that add value. Any participant

is said to be given the opportunity to grow from User to Contributor to Champion. At a

given point in time, the adoption of a single projects might become so widespread, that it will

become driven by other Contributors or Champions, whereby the scope is likely to broken up

across multiple new projects.

It is hereby interesting to note that Eclipse released its own Charter under EPL, meaning

that they: ”Grant the Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sub-

license the Contribution”. All these are seen as distinctive features, which makes Eclipse not

just a collection of source code, but an Architecture of Participation, as quoted from

Tim O’Reilly’s - in this context - often cited Design Patterns and Business Models for Web

2.0. [6, box] To further substantiate the case for this master thesis, Eclipse devotes a full
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Figure 1.1: Model for value-creation from Open Source Projects[1]

page referring to Open Innovation - The New Imperative from Creating and Profiting from

Technology written by Henry Chesbrough, which is also being used as a cornerstone is this

paper. [4] Of course all this should not automatically imply that this Open Source Model is

the right and only way forward.
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1.4 Research Objectives and Questions

The two previous vignettes have the following four characteristics in common:

1. Collaboration between peer individuals and organisations, between producer and cus-

tomer, and between contributor and consumer is seen as an intrinsic part of the process

of innovation. Through his Carnegie Mellon University sponsored web-site, Johnny

Chung Lee tries to inspire students, and solicits feedback on his often weird but original

ideas. Eclipse on the other hand considers the commercial eco-system and the open

source community as the essential tissue which binds their organism together.

2. Without the advent of the World-Wide-Web, it would have been nearly impossible

to make this network tangible. From anywhere at anytime, individuals, companies,

government and academic institutions can access a central internet portal, or a collection

of interlinked portals, to consume or contribute ideas, to make requests or participate in

projects, to put forward questions or provide answers, or to freely share best practises.

The global scope of the internet seem to provide the critical mass and speed to bring

this exchange to life. Furthermore Web 2.0 features are being leveraged to promote

existing knowledge and new concepts, such as individual and team blogs or wiki’s.

3. Knowledgeable subjects play a key role in this process. Without them there would

be no pool of ideas to source from. They take pleasure in being recognised as thought

leaders in their domain of expertise, and through cross-referencing, their standing within

the community become more prominent or declines. Assuming your identity in the

community is not a shame, but a prerequisite to participate, so instead of becoming

more anonymous, the internet is creating new virtual identities.

4. Claiming full ownership to your contributions is seen as a futile attempt in this virtual

world. Available ideas are being fine-tuned and incorporated in commercial or public

products and services, and it depends essentially on the appropriate business model to

bring about value for the customers or society in general.

At this stage, these four observations reflect merely my unsubstantiated opinion. It is

the objective of this master thesis to verify whether these observations bear any relevance

on the governance of intellectual capital within corporations. In an attempt to achieve this

understanding, we tap into the actual discussion on ”Open Innovation”. Since it is one of

the assumptions that this concept won’t bear fruit without the underlying presence of a low-

entry platform, we consider that Web 2.0 can be, has been or will be the catalyst to turn
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”Open Innovation” initiatives into reality. In 2006 Henry Chesbrough clearly defined Open

Innovation as a new paradigm, which assumed that firms should combine external as well as

internal ideas into their architectures and systems. [4, p. xxiv] Cornering the seemingly all-

encompassing term Web 2.0 will prove to become a more precarious undertaking. According

to Tim O’Reilly, Web 2.0 doesn’t have a hard boundary, but rather, a gravitational core. He

states that: ”We can visualise Web 2.0 as a set of principles and practises that tie together a

veritable solar system of sites, that demonstrate some or all of a set of principles and practises,

at a varying distance from that core”. [6]. Definition and these principles will be elaborated

in Chapter 2, but it is fair to say that collective intelligence and user participation are - in

O’Reilly’s view - pivotal to the Web 2.0 experience, rather than a set of new web technologies.

To summarise, research questions of this master thesis are:

• What is the business model behind ”Open Innovation”?

• For whom and when does it become relevant to consider this business model?

• In how far can Web 2.0 facilitate ”Open Innovation” as a process?

• What are business and personal success factors and inhibitors behind this process?

• Where do we come from, and what are likely future trends?

As such both ”Open Innovation” and ”Web 2.0” have already been subject to booming

research, so the topic of this paper is not new. However we try to illuminate this subject

from the perspective of the VUB post-graduate course on ”Business Information and Service

Management”. This implies the viewpoint of the Chief Information Officer, who need to make

decisions on re-platforming or extending current platforms and fostering change in attitude

and culture of the workforce, fellow executives, business partners and even customers. During

the course on ”Business Models”, Professor E. Torfs introduced his ”Governance Model” as

a tool or frame of mind for the board, in order to align strategy with stakeholder value, to

think of channels for delivering this value, to mitigate risks preventing the realisation of this

value, and performance management to quantify whether objectives for value delivery are

being met. Periodically the model ought to be re-assessed to guarantee continuous alignment

with evolving stakeholder value. For the benefit of this research, this Governance Model has

been utilised to hook up ideas like a mind-map.
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Figure 1.2: Research questions mind-mapped to Governance Model

Stakeholder Value: ”Who’s value is at stake to begin with?”

• Executives - They either embrace and support ”Open Innovation” ... or not. They

can embed it as part of their corporate strategy, take a stance of fighting it, or delegate

it to tactical and operational levels.

• Knowledge Workers - Obviously there is a range between geniuses who ceaselessly

sprout new ideas, and members of the force who introduce new ideas simply to be able

to operate more efficiently. In both cases, these individuals are looking for channels

to express, fund and develop their ideas, to do the things they like, to improve the

process, artifacts or working conditions of their own and others, and to be rewarded

and recognised in case the company benefits from their input.

• Investors - As an Investor, you will be looking into no more or less than realising return

on the capital your infused into the business as fast as possible. Alternatively they will
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be looking into vehicles to offset risk, in order to guarantee rewards into mid-to-long

term.

• Consumers - Wants what he or she perceives as the right thing, top notch, being fully

after-sale-serviced and all that at an incredibly cheap price. Some consumers however

are prepared to pay a premium, if the products or services render them relatively unique

and rise their standing above the crowds.

Strategic Alignment: ”In case an organisation decides to leverage Open
Innovation across the Web, why and how will adherence to this strategy set
them apart from vested competitors?”

• Quicker to Market - Designing new products and services used to be a tedious and

long-winding process. Open Innovation creates the hope that more people can partici-

pate in the design process, and that it becomes possible to source external ideas, thus

speeding up the process from concept to finish.

• Richer Consumer Experience - Either the Consumer is enabled to introduce new

propositions, or he or she could be involved in the product and service design. In

addition more external ideas could be incorporated into a single design.

• Better Functional Adaptation - Since many more options can be weighted against

each other, and potential Consumers are able to feed requirements early into the value

chain, the output will be more like a cross-section of what the Consumers had in mind,

not what a select group of designers thought the Consumer is supposed to have in mind.

• Swifter weeding out of unsuccessful concepts - Since propositions can be chal-

lenged early on the trajectory, unsuccessful initiatives will loose their support by the

open innovation community. Instead of collecting dust on a shelf, premature ideas could

remain on standby, awaiting to be applied in another era or context.

Value Delivery: ”Add-ins to enhance the value chain?”

• Open Innovation - Concept as brought forward by Henry Chesbrough, professor and

executive director at the Centre for Open Innovation at Berkeley, and adopted by Proc-

ter & Gamble, InnoCentive, and IBM. [11] Open Innovation spills over the corporate

borders into the public space.
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• Collaborative Innovation (Inside the Corporation) - The process - as promoted by

IBM - whereby individuals and teams in multi-national organisation globally collaborate

on researching and developing new ideas, as opposed to restricting themselves within

the boundaries of the business units or feature teams.[12]

• Consumer Co-design - A mode of operations, whereby customers are recruited to

designers of the company. Within a limited feature-set, customers are allowed to cus-

tomise products to better fulfil their own individual needs. [13] This becomes a mode

of open innovation, when Consumers come up with unique configurations, or when they

are empowered to request alterations to the product design. However customers expect

functional solutions in return for their money, so it is unlikely that radical designs will

come to life following this route. Rather then pushing new frontiers, it could be seen as

a great pre-sales service.

• Web 2.0 (as a Platform) - The core proposition of this master thesis, i.e. is the web-

platform currently in a stage, where it serve as a foundation to support open innovation?

• People & Community Culture - A fool with a tool, still remains a fool. At the centre

of the innovative and web play-fields, we find human being as cognitive agents. Their

capabilities are enhanced, but have always been present in the first place. However

the web is added as a new dimension in which new networks can be build, or in which

existing networks can be enhanced. Incorporating this new dimension from day-to-day

work into strategy requires a culture change within the business environment.

Risk Management: ”Which factors could cause the adoption of web 2.0
as a platform for the conduct of open innovation, to produce undesired or unex-
pected results? Worse even, could they jeopardise the position of the business,
customers or its employees?”

• Diverging Revenue Streams - The product and service portfolio will more then likely

enlarge due to adoption of the innovative strategy. Not all new products and services

will be compatible with each other, and some risk to push older profitable ranges out

of the market. Taking commercial and financial decisions is already complex on a small

portfolio, let alone on a infinite array of offerings, each with their own supporters and

critics. Sometimes it will be more worthwhile to spin-off the new product or service,

but how to ensure that you won’t start competing against yourself? How to prepare an

organisation to spin-off activities?
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• Intellectual Property - Open innovation does not necessarily imply that inventors

(individuals and companies) are not interested in reaping financial rewards of their

designs. Not all players wish to opt for open type of licenses, and disregarding the

conditions under which inventors published their design, will be violation of the law,

not a matter of principle.

• Security - By exposing certain designs to public scrutiny, companies could render

themselves more vulnerable to attacks aimed to defame, sabotage or steal confidential

information. It is not wholly unthinkable that some public designs will be tampered, in

order to open a back-door into corporate systems. With open innovation, the so-called

attack-surface of an organisation will enlarge, and agents with criminal intent are eagerly

re-searching ways to get inside. Another security risk are employees who accidentally

reveal corporate secrets, thereby stimulated by competitors posing as interested peers.

• Loss of Focus - Related to ”Diverging Revenue Streams”, when every capable someone

ventures out on their own, some overly complex or boring but nevertheless critical

projects might struggle to get appropriate staffing. Maybe with 10 people focused

on reaching a specific objective, results will be more probable compared to 10 people

working on 10 different projects?

• Liability - What in case serious undetected flaws in open designs lead to loss of life?

It is not unimaginable that a novel component in a car for example, might indirectly

become the cause of a lethal accident. Are consumers and their attorneys ready to

accept that no-one will fit the bill, in today’s world were corporations are increasingly

held accountable for every mistake?

• Lowering Barriers - By putting our unused ideas up for sale, we might create compet-

itive advantages for our competitors in areas where it wasn’t expected. The very idea

of ”closed innovation” - keeping Research & Development within the organisation was

to keep a head start vis-a-vis our competitors. By involving more external parties, firm

control is lost over designs, which will not always be to the liking of the ones responsible

the ensure the quality of the output.

• Uncontrolled Costs - On one hand cost structures based on product composition are

likely to become more transparent. That implies that the cost will also be controlled

by the designer and consumer, so a loss of control on behalf of the company willing to

push the goods to the market. On the other hand more employees will be stimulated

to exchange ideas with the external world - while still appearing on the company’s
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payroll - which will be hard to book under any activity other than ”overhead”. Daring

companies such as Google however allow part of their employees to spend one day a week

into preferred research, however American working days count more hours compared to

their European counterparts.

Performance Management: ”Are there mechanisms to measure how
much open innovation across web 2.0 is contributing to the value delivered by
the company?”

• How to Measure ROI - Is it possible to incorporate the cost of all failed initiatives

or non-profitable contributions to open innovation community into the business case?

When ideas are spun off, who is reaping the benefits?

• Incentives - Companies running in the classic model run all the risk, while collecting

the bulk of the rewards. The presence of the Venture Capital Market [4, p. 31] and

the increased mobility [4, p. 34] will lure skilled workers in seeking their own fortunes.

How to tailor the model, so it becomes attractive for these skilled workers to remain

committed to their sponsors?

• Can Innovative Capacity be Quantified - Typically the ”People” quadrant of the

Scorecard, balanced with Sales, Operational and Financial performance indicators, is

the most difficult one to quantify. Most of the innovative capacity resides in people, so

it firmly fits into this quadrant. The intention to measure is there, but how easy is it to

translate the objectives into relevant indicators and targets, and is it feasible to collect

and calculate interpretable data in this respect?

• Balancing Innovation & Operation - In a newspaper interview in 1903 for Life,

Thomas Edison said: Genius is one per cent inspiration an ninety-nine per cent per-

spiration. [14] In fact when devoting all our time on chasing the next big thing, we

might forget that customers expects our business to keep running. Bright minds might

be called upon to fix intricate operational problems. Having an idea is one thing, to

get it to work, and to keep it working, requires a lot of effort and perspiration. How do

we strike the right balance between being creative, and keep operations and cash-flow

going?

The majority of the above points came freely to mind when mapped onto the the gover-

nance model. However not all of them can be sufficiently dealt with in this study, but it is

important to note that the governance model forces to think in a broader context.
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1.5 What is the relevance of this Research?

”Why now?” could be another possible reflection. Corporate Officers ought to act swiftly

- not merely understand - to benefit from new developments, or - worse - to fall behind and

into oblivion. In 1990 C.K. Prahalad clearly demonstrated to EDS (Electronic Data Systems)

that - notwithstanding their past success - they most probably would fail as a great company

due to the inability to invent the future. [15, Chapter 5] Similarly IBM realised the need

to craft a strategic architecture which would support innovation. According to the initial

vision of IBM leadership team, every employee had potential to become an innovator, with

the prerequisite that innovation also requires an understanding of the business concerns. [12,

p. 629] Moreover they drew a parallel with the evolutionary paradigm, and pushed what they

started to denominate as ”collaborative innovation” as one of the elementary processes within

the organisation.

As economist Eric Beinhocker has suggested, many of the attributes of the evolu-

tionary paradigm ”differentiate, select, and amplify” can be applied to the process

of business innovation: the creation of order from randomness (selecting trends),

discovery of fit designs (community response to innovations), continuous adap-

tation (collaborative innovation), the accumulation of knowledge (best practises),

the emergence of novelty (deployment), and the growth in resources devoted to

successful designs (user acceptance and extension of innovation). Evolution is

inherently chaotic and assumes many parallel experiments, many of which never

achieve success. [12, p. 630]

The WorldJam - a first large-scale collaboration involving 50,000 or 16 percent of the

employees - in 2001 led to the ThinkPlace internal web-site in 2005, where employees are able

to post innovative ideas, get feedback, or sign up to help develop these ideas. Adoption of

the new strategies reaped tangible results:

We have observed a steady stream of collaborative innovation that has achieved

significant business value at relatively low cost. Although predicting continued

success is risky, the human desire to engage and the inclination to customise

tools are strong. We believe that evolution applies to the collaborative innovation

process, and if we allow it to work, we have a methodology to differentiate, select,

and amplify. [12, p. 636]
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Their final message to the executive tier within each knowledge-driven organisation is

clear:

Creating the environment and the support for collaborative innovation is the con-

temporary challenge for the CIO organisation. [12, p. 636]

Committed to the execution of this vision, Paul Horn - IBM Senior Vice President and

Director of Research - presented the emerging Business Service Ecosystem and Web 2.0 as the

new paradigm for individuals and business to interact and do business on the web. Further-

more IBM is heavily involved as a ”Strategic Member” in initiatives such as Eclipse, which

firmly and explicitly underwrites the principle of ”Open Innovation”. IBM is certainly not

unique in this respect, but it is a major contemporary example of a firm which acknowledged

”the changing nature of innovation”, and which is looking to the world-wide-web as a harness

for architectural participation and collective intelligence. [16]

As opposed to looking to IBM and others as unattainable constructions, Corporate Officers

got their hands on the controls to make this happen. Are the risks worthwhile to take?

Shall we actively contribute to the open innovation community, or shall we opt to stay in

the background and consume whatever we see fit. Is this a trend to ignore, adopt or on the

contrary something to fight with all your might, in order to preserve and exploit your own

intellectual riches?
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1.6 Structuring Thoughts and Study Approach

The approach of this research and outline of the document is inspired by Prof. Gustaaf

Cornelis’ ”Searching for Solutions” published by the VUB-press. [17] Apart from offering this

problem-solving approach, the book of Prof. Cornelis also covers the importance of inter-,

multi- and transdisciplinarity and serendipity (unexpected and fortunate discoveries). These

aspects move beyond the scope of this paper, but are in itself important to achieve a full

understanding of what makes innovation happen. Gustaaf Cornelis’ book studies scientific

innovation in an academic context, whereas we are concerned with commercial endeavour.

Description: The subject is defined and scoped in chapter 2, looking

at ”Knowledge Management & Collaboration” (to cre-

ate the intellectual link with the curriculum of the VUB

Post-graduate studies in Business Information and Ser-

vice Management ), ”Closed versus Open Innovation”

(the thesis from Henry Chesbrough) and ”Web and En-

terprise 2.0” (the article of Andrew P. McAfee in MIT-

Sloan Management Review and ”Design Patterns and

Business Models for Web 2.0” from Tim O’Reilly).

Analysis: Aim of chapter 3 is to analyse the (open) innovation

workspace. A section of business models discussed dur-

ing the courses will be challenged in the light of open

innovation and web 2.0. A traditional SWOT-analysis

will be drawn to expose strengths, weaknesses, oppor-

tunities and threats. The history of open innovation

and web 2.0 will be distilled from a variety of sources,

and vision papers, Gartner and Forrester reports will be

analysed. The ”has been” and plausible ”will be” will

be plotted on two transformation charts.
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Solutions: Based on available evidence from literature, suggestions

to advance with Open Innovation via Web 2.0 will be

refined in chapter 4. Going top-to-down, we will first

look into business models to determine the company’s

strategy. Then we will look at design patterns at a more

tactical and operational level to reinforce this strategy.

Since no-one likes to embark on an enterprise to fail, we

will focus on a limited set of factors critical to the suc-

cess of the adoption of Open Innovation via Web 2.0. We

assume that people, communities and corporate culture

are the most critical success factor, therefor they merit

an entire section. In the same vein, people and culture

can also run against us, so we ought to look into men-

tal and political barriers coming between our intended

success.

Execution: Ideally research should be both theoretically and empir-

ically founded, but time and resources are too limited

to take both into account. However in chapter 5 we will

include a Microsoft case, and test as much as feasible

against the previous findings.

The choice for the Microsoft case is deliberately a controversial one. On university campuses

all around the globe, Microsoft is constantly being pictured as an inspiration-less hog or thief

of intellectual property. With other words the complete antithesis of open innovation and web

2.0. After earning my daily bread for more then seventeen years, implementing applications

built with Microsoft products and deploying them on Microsoft platforms, it indeed came

as a liberation again to be confronted at university with new models such as Open Source,

and new languages such as Java. However the assignment was to elaborate on real cases in

our own current professional environment, and as such - working for Atos Origin which is a

Microsoft Gold Partner - I had privileged access to resources on how Microsoft operates as

a company, and how it leverages its intellectual capital. With the inclusion of the Microsoft

Case in Chapter 5, this thesis aims to prove that ”Open Innovation” is compatible and even

complementary to existing models in varying degrees, and that blind focus on what is seen as

untouchable principles is undermining the very idea of collaborative and open innovation.
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Other recommendations from Dr. Dirk Kenis were to contact the Innovation Coaches

of the ”Vlaams Innovatie Netwerk” (VIN), which is an initiative from the IWT, see www.

innovatienetwerk.be and www.iwt.be, ”VLAO - Flanders Enterprise” (www.vlao.be) and

Sirris (previously WTCM), which is the collective centre of the Belgian Technological Industry

(www.Sirris.be). Even though I am not able to tap in these sources of knowledge due to

time-constraints, I very much appreciate the fact that Dr. Kenis came up with names of

people within these organisations whom I could contact. Moreover Dr. Kenis invited me

to the KnoSos symposium on ”Social Software for Support of Knowledge Management and

Innovation” (”Sociale Software ter ondersteuning van Kennisbeheer en Innovatie”) held on

19th November 2007 at the ”Katholieke Hogelschool Mechelen” (see www.KnoSoS.be). Finally

I wish to extend my gratitude to Karin Cnaepkens - HR Manager from Atos Origin Belgium

- who was willing to contribute to my research, but the current stream of thoughts did not

exactly encompass her field of expertise, even though I am sure she has her outspoken opinion

on Champions & Challengers within the organisation.

www.innovatienetwerk.be
www.innovatienetwerk.be
www.iwt.be
www.vlao.be
www.Sirris.be
www.KnoSoS.be


Chapter 2

Defining and Scoping the Subject

2.1 Knowledge Management and Collaboration

Many associated aspects of human life come to mind when reflecting upon the capability

and act of innovation, such as: Inventing solutions to solve practical, technical or envi-

ronmental problems; learning to acquire theoretical foundation and practical tools upon

which to build; human, personal and organisational knowledge to tap into; and networking

in-between innovators, experts, users/customers and sponsors. The two aspects which are

most commonly used interchangeably are ”Creativity” and ”Innovation”. However being cre-

ativity in itself is insufficient - unless the aim is to derive personal satisfaction or to create art

- innovation goes further by leading to successful implementation. In a professional context,

this implementation - putting ideas into practise - follows three extra stages: Idea selection,

development and commercialisation. [18, p. 1]

In ”Managing Innovation, Design and Creativity”, Bettina von Stamm identifies five sources

of creativity (citing from the article ”Making sense of creativity” from Jane Henry published

in 1991): [18, p. 7]

• Grace - Creativity as coming through some sort of divine inspiration, i.e. something

magic which is out of our control.

• Accident - Creativity as arising by serendipitous good fortune, such as the scientific

discovery of Penicillin.

• Association - Creativity as occurring through application of procedures of one area to

another.

25
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• Cognitive - Creativity as relying on normal cognitive process, such as recognition,

reasoning and understanding.

• Personality - Creativity as a particular human ability and intrinsic part of life and

growth.

While creativity is a concept which is most often attributed to an individual, innovation is

often used to denote a very similar capability at the level of the organisation. In ”Knowledge

Sharing over Social Networking Systems”, Tanguy Coenen states that: ”Innovation is the

applied creativity of members in the organisation”. So contrary to popular belief, organisations

do not rely on the qualities of a single individual in order to progress. Paul Trott quotes

research from Pavitt et al. (1991) in this respect: [2, p. 94]

Large innovating firms in the twentieth century have shown resilience and longevity,

in spite of successive waves of radical innovation that have called into question

their established skills and procedures ... Such institutional continuity in the face

of technological discontinuity cannot be explained simply by the rise and fall of

either talented individual entrepreneurs or of groups with specific technical skills.

The continuing ability to absorb and mobilise new skills and opportunities has to

be explained in other terms

So on creativity we can conclude that the firm can be more than the sum of individual

parts, and that its power resides in its organisational heritage and corporate base. [2, p. 95]

Much more than an electronic store of documents, Paul Trott refers to research by Adler and

Shenhar (1990), who argues that the organisational knowledge base - in which the innovative

capacity is rooted - consists of five dimensions, each to be managed as the company’s assets.

[2, p. 98] These assets are depicted in figure 2.1:

• Individual assets - The skills and knowledge of individuals who form the organisation.

• Technology assets - The set of reproducible capabilities in product, process and sup-

port areas.

• Administration assets - The resources that enable the business to develop and de-

ploy individual and technological assets, like routines procedures and systems or the

organisational structure.

• External assets - The relations between the organisation and current or potential

allies, rivals, suppliers, customers, political actors and local communities.
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• Projects - The means by which technological, organisational and external assets are

both deployed and transformed.

Figure 2.1: The knowledge base of an organisation [2, p. 99]

Knowledge Management is the set of processes developed in an organisation to create,

gather, store, maintain, and disseminate these firm’s knowledge assets. Unlike production

processes - which can be made very explicit - it proves to be extremely difficult to capture

available knowledge flowing incessantly throughout the organisation, due to its intangible

nature (as a cognitive process), its many shapes (tacit or codified, involving know-how, craft

and skill), its location (social and individual basis) and the importance of the context or

conditions in which the knowledge ought to be applied (knowing when to apply a procedure

is just as important as knowing the procedure). [3, p. 417] Not only do these summed up

characteristics inherent to knowledge cause an obstacle for efficient and effective management,

but knowledge can represented at various layers of abstraction [19, p. 487] :

• Declarative knowledge - The descriptive representation of knowledge in an attempt

to express facts.

• Procedural knowledge - Consideration for the manner in which things work under

different sets of circumstances.

• Meta-knowledge - Knowledge about knowledge, i.e. the inner operations of reasoning

capabilities and systems.

At this stage we established that innovation builds further on individual creativity and

the organisational knowledge base. As such it becomes an essential in- and output of the
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Knowledge Business Value Chain, involving both information systems activities and an array

of enabling and organisational activities, see figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The Knowledge Business Value Chain [3, p. 419]

It is deep understanding and successful application of this knowledge which sets innovative

firms apart from their less fortunate counterparts. This capability is sometimes popularly

referred to as ”Organisational Learning”. [2, p. 100]

Innovation and Knowledge Management are supported by a mix of technologies for search

and collection of information; storage of structured (records and numbers) and unstructured

(documents) data; automated, individual or collective decision making; and collaboration

between individuals, teams, business units and companies. In first instance, the Knowledge

Worker should be able to access internal and external on-line libraries or catalogues, Internet

and enterprise search engines and information portals to centrally assemble all intelligence

relevant to his or her project or research. Doing so will enable validation of findings, the

application of proven approaches, architectures and techniques, provision of inspiration or

merely avoidance of re-inventing the wheel. When information is treated to fit into generic

pre-defined schema’s or types, it can be persisted in corporate object, relational and analytical

databases. This information can then be surfaced and collated by a variety of end-user soft-

ware, such as spreadsheets, reporting or bespoke applications. Digital documents (composed

with word processors, spreadsheets, presentation or modelling software) can also contain a

lot of useful qualitative data, but this unstructured information can only be stored as a sin-

gle object in its entirety, which is far more difficult to locate on a database, fileshare or the

intra/inter-net. Earlier we mentioned the Internet and enterprise search, which can be used
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to expose and score this unstructured data, either probing the content of the document (full

text or text patterns) or so-called document meta-data (information about the document).

A taxonomy is a scheme aiding in the classification of information and knowledge, so it can

be easily accessed. [3, p. 427] This hierarchy can be inspired by the organisation (structure

of the business units), the business (structure of the service lines), the subject matter (like

a breakdown according to vendors, product-categories or technologies) or a combination of

these three dimensions. Typically a hierarchical taxonomy is defined by the organisation or

a knowledge community, with the intent of being applied prior to committing the artifacts

to the knowledge base. The act of applying the appropriate taxonomy to the artifact can

be defined as tagging. However lately - as part of the web 2.0 culture (see section 3 of this

chapter) - tagging can also applied ad-hoc by the users, driven during the actual consumption

of information and without imposing a pre-defined taxonomy. This is an essential difference,

insofar that ”static” tagging is done once by knowledge contributor, whereas ”dynamic” tag-

ging reflects the ongoing classification of the knowledge consumers. An alternative approach is

automated tagging through pattern recognition. An unstructured knowledge object together

with its meta-information can be uploaded to a knowledge container, such as a (windows or

web) file or virtual directory, which in itself already expresses a type of taxonomy (for exam-

ple all information pertaining to the ”English Programs” under http://www.vub.ac.be/ES

which is the Internet page of the VUB faculty of Economic, Social and Political Sciences).

Technologies like RSS (Really Simple Syndication, see http://www.rssboard.org) allow the

Knowledge Worker to ”subscribe” to the knowledge container or a discrete knowledge object,

so any updates are ”pushed” to the subscriber. On the other hand Decision Support Systems

can aid the Knowledge Worker to select or eliminate possibilities or scenarios. Table 2.1 list

common types of tools in this category.

Notwithstanding the importance of technology in the quest for knowledge and invention, it

is the human actor and its interaction which should remain central in the debate. While we

started this section with the argument that innovation transcends the single individual, we

remain humanistic in acknowledging that systems support and not replace people networks,

and that the ultimate aim is to promote human welfare. In ”The Social Life of Information”,

John Seely Brown and Paul Duguid express this conviction as followed: [20, p. 18]

No one doubts the importance of Samuel Morse’s invention. But with the all-but-

death of the telegraph and the final laying to rest in 1999 of Morse code, it might

be time to celebrate less speed and separation and more the ways information and

society intertwine. Similarly, it is important not to overlook the significance of

http://www.vub.ac.be/ES
http://www.rssboard.org
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Dimension Focus Decision
Capabilities

Type of
Information

Highest
Organisational
Level Served

Transactions
Processing
Systems (TPS)

Data Transactions No decisions Summary reports,
operational

Submanagerial,
low-level manage-
ment

Management
Information
Systems (MIS)

Information Structured routine
problems using
conventional man-
agement science
tools

Scheduled and
demand reports,
structured flow,
exception report-
ing

Middle manage-
ment

Decision
Support
Systems (DSS)

Decisions, flex-
ibility, user-
friendliness

Semistructured
problems, in-
tegrated man-
agement science
models, blend of
judgement and
modelling

Information to
support specific
decisions

Analysts and man-
agers

Expert
Systems

Inferencing, trans-
fer of expertise

System makes
complex decisions,
unstructured; use
of rules (heuristic)

Advice and expla-
nation

Managers and spe-
cialists

Executive
Information
Systems

Tracking, control,
drill-down

Only when com-
bined with a DSS

Status access, ex-
ception reporting,
key indicators

Senior executives
(only)

Neural
Computing

Pattern recogni-
tion

Mainly predic-
tions, based on
historical cases

Forecasts, classifi-
cation to patterns

Specialists, man-
agers

Table 2.1: Major Computerised Support Systems [19, p. 22]

information’s power to breed upon itself. But it might be time to retreat from

exuberance (or depression) at the volume of information and to consider its value

more carefully. The ends of information, after all, are human ends. The logic

of information must ultimately be the logic of humanity. For all informations

independence and extent, it is people, in their communities, organisations, and

institutions, who ultimately decide what it all means and why it matters.

Thus the wiliness to reflect on the purpose of each undertaking, and the openness to collab-

orate internally as well as externally with academic institutions, consultants or governments

- combined with previously described platforms - provides the final cornerstone of success.

[18, p. 162] This trend is also steadily evolving toward collaboration with competitors, as

demonstrated in a survey conducted by Bettina von Stamm in 2002 (see figure 2.1). As many

as 37 percent of all participating firms indicated that - at the time of the survey - they were

collaborating on a small percentage of their projects with direct competitors, and that 49
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percent envisaged this form of collaboration. Leading up to the next section, we will see that

Henry Chesbrough in 2006 coined this trend as ”Open Innovation”.

Figure 2.3: Collaboration Today and in Future (von Stamm 2002)

According to Efraim Turban and Jay E. Aronson, the following questions needs to be

addressed at management level: [19, 824]

• How will the availability of knowledge affect strategic plans?

• How will the communication stream be affected? Will results of decisions be as readily

communicated to peers, subordinates, and superiors by managers, who may assume that

these people have and take advantage of access to information bases?

• How will managers be trained to make effective use of these new tools?

• What must be done to assess the current competency of manager and to match the tools

to these competencies?

In respect to Knowledge Management, the following management challenges will need to

be addressed: [3, p. 446]

• Insufficient resources are available to structure and update the content in repositories.

• Poor quality and high variability of content quality resulting from insufficient validating

mechanism.
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• Content in repositories lacks context, making documents difficult to understand.

• Individual employees are not rewarded for contributing content, and many fear sharing

knowledge with others on the job.

• Search engines return too much information, reflecting lack of knowledge structure or

taxonomy.

Similarly human-related obstacles might get in the way of collaboration: [18, p. 166]

• The lack of trust and respect.

• Restrictions imposed on knowledge sharing.

• Non-supportive reward systems.

• One-sided benefits.

To conclude this condensed section on knowledge management, collaboration and how it

ties in with the innovative enterprise, Kenneth C. and Jane P. Laudon provide the following

solution guidelines in developing a successful knowledge management project that produces

measurable results: [3, p. 447]

1. Develop in stages.

2. Choose a high-value business process

3. Choose the right audience.

4. Measure ROI during the initial implementation.

5. Use the preliminary ROI to project enterprise-wide values.

Our question remains how much of this stands for ”Open Innovation” in a ”Web 2.0”

environment.
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2.2 Closed versus Open Innovation

In contempt of the French Revolution in 1789, Edmund Burke - as a member of Whigs

and the British House of Commons - proclaimed in ”A Letter To A Noble Lord” (1796): ”It

cannot at this time be too often repeated, line upon line, precept upon precept, until it comes

into the currency of a proverb ... to innovate is not to reform”. Basically he was stating

that the best fashion is to innovate and progress, without changing the foundations of his

gentlemen society. In this section, we won’t go as far as Karl Marx who denounced Edmund

Burke as a ”bourgeois” in Das Kapital, but - joined by Henry Chesbrough - we will reason

that you can’t be a liberal against change, and that innovation inevitably will imply reform

on the board as well as the workfloor.

Multiple incentives might drive both primitive and modern or amateur and industrial in-

novators to the drawing board, such as enhancement of the quality of life, new means of

survival, gaining military advantage on a political adversary, discovering new appliances, com-

bat disease, boost health a.o ... In the article ”The effectiveness of innovation: a knowledge

management approach” published in the International Journal of Innovation Management,

El-Sayed Abou-Zeid and Qianzhen Cheng referred to two perspectives of innovation, in order

to establish the conceptual foundations of their research, namely thing-oriented and process-

oriented. [21, p. 263] Following the ”thing-oriented” approach, the outcome is a discrete

product or device, whereas the ”process-oriented” dimension focuses on ”the process of in-

troduction something new”. Lately - with the re-newed interest in epistemology in terms of

organisational knowledge management and collaboration - innovation outcomes are also being

typified according to the nature of associated knowledge (El-Sayed Abou-Zeid and Qianzhen

Cheng citing Gopalakrishnan and Bierly, 2001):

The target of innovation outcomes (product versus process): Product innovations are

outputs or services that are introduced to meet an external user, such as customer, or

other market demands. These innovations are motivated by the desire to increase mar-

ket share, win customer loyalty, or to stay ahead of the competition. These contrast

with process innovations, which are tools, devices and knowledge, that mediate between

inputs and outputs.

The area of impact (technical versus administrative): Technical innovations encom-

pass products, processes and technologies used to produce products or render services

directly related to the fundamental work activities of an organisation. Administrative
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innovation on the other hand have an impact on the organisation structure and admin-

istrative processes, so they are more directly related to the management of the firm.

The degree of change (radical versus incremental): Radical innovation caused funda-

mental change throughout the organisation, resulting in a clear departure of established

practises. Incremental innovations introduce relatively minor changes to existing prod-

ucts and processes, rather reinforcing existing capabilities of the firm.

These typologies might create a false impression that the outcome of any innovative pro-

cess is always certain and determined beforehand. For this very reason, Paul Trott employs

Pearson’s ”uncertainty map” in ”Innovation Management and New Product Development” as

a framework for analysing and understanding uncertainty attached to the innovation process.

[2, p. 66] Pearson’s framework divides this uncertainty into two dimensions: (1) Uncertainty

about ends (what is the eventual target of the activity of the project) and (2) Uncertainty

about means (how to achieve this target). These axes are divided, leading to four quadrants

(see figure 2.2):

Figure 2.4: Pearson’s uncertainty map (1991) [2, p. 67]

Quadrant 1: This quadrant represents the activities involving the highest degree of uncer-

tainty about means and ends. A target has not clearly been defined, and how to get
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anywhere is also a great unknown. This situation is sometimes being labelled as ”ex-

ploratory” or ”blue sky” research, because the venture seems sometimes so far removed

from daily reality, that researchers are being likened to idealists and adventures with

their heads in the clouds.

Quadrant 2: The target for research in this quadrant is clear. It might be a smashing

commercial opportunity being identified, however making it work and scaling it out

is an altogether different matter. This activity is often referred to as ”Developmental

engineering” within manufacturing companies, who are continuously examining their

production processes, in a quest for efficiencies and ways to reduces costs.

Quadrant 3: Contrary to ”Development engineering” a certain technology has been discov-

ered, however it is unclear how it can be most effectively applied. Thus the focus is on

the ”Application” of the innovation. A good example given in the book of Paul Trott

is the material kevlar, which is now being used in sails and bullet-proof clothing. The

physical properties and strength of this material are incredible, but at first the pro-

duction process looked way too laborious and expensive to become anywhere practical.

Nevertheless billionaires are incessantly looking for new technological advances to win

ocean races with their formidable yachts, and there is no price which can be set on the

personal safety of soldiers and police officers alike.

Quadrant 4: This quadrant covers research were both outcome and process is near certain,

given sufficient time and resources. Since the barriers are lower for the competition as

well, the speed of development is the key to success here. Paul Trott uses new product

designs as an example, that use minimal new technology but improve, sometimes with

dramatic effect, the appearance or performance of an existing product

As much as the old schools of innovation are prepared to deal with uncertainty, they do

not wish to leave anything to coincidence when it comes to forging strategic alliances. Going

alone in their view remains preferable, but sometimes partnering becomes inevitable to cover

commercial, technical or financial needs. When drawing four feasible business/innovation

scenario’s in chapter 4, we will refer to this approach as number 4 ”Allied Forces” (”exposed”

and ”unilateral”). The courting of a suitable partner follows a set and predictable pattern,

as pictured in 2.2. [2, p. 129] In this scenario, key roles are reserved for Alliances Managers -

to formalise and control the relationships - and lawyers - to cast the relationship in contracts

- who otherwise add very little to the innovative process.
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Figure 2.5: The (classic) process of forming a strategic alliance. [2, p. 129]

If two main characteristics of ”traditional” innovation became plain obvious so far, it is the

fact that most actors involved attempt to shy away from risk, and mutual trust is so limited

that relationships are to be formalised, very much as the state of matrimony. Nonetheless

there are many reasons for, and benefits of active collaboration, as listed by Bettina von

Stamm: [18, p. 163]

The desire to share risks and costs: It seems the higher the risk, the greater the open-

ness toward collaboration. Since the uncertainly of attaining research goals is much

lower, different groups become more willing to share the rewards. Other than that, cost

are also an important driver, such as the pharmaceutical industry - in the example of

Bettina von Stamm - where development costs are prohibitively high.

Accessing new or different markets: Few companies have the resources to their disposal

to single-handedly attack the globalised marketplace. Collaboration with peer compa-

nies that operate in new target markets will help to accelerate the process of expansion,
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as well feedback local insights and new expertise. In other cases, innovation is advanced

by coupling disparate bodies of knowledge, such as Nike and Royal Philips Electronics,

who - in March 2002 - announced their alliance to ”merge their athletic and digital tech-

nology expertise to develop innovative technology product solutions, which will create a

richer, more motivating environment for physical activity”. So far this alliance hasn’t

resulted in anything more than sportive looking MP3-players, but it initiate a trend to-

ward integration of GPS and heartbeat monitors into running shoes, and music players

into garments.

To obtain additional resources: Few organisation did not went through one or more rounds

of re-organisation and downsizing, often leading to subcontracting or outsourcing non-

core activities. Even though some vital functions may not have dismantled entirely, very

often they lack critical mass to steer development purely in-house. Hence the necessity

to collaborate with external parties, to bring about new product or services, or the lead

to process improvements.

Access to and transfer of knowledge: Especially in quadrant 2 ”Development engineer-

ing” of Pearson’s uncertainly matrix, a company might lack the required skills or tech-

nology to arrive at a certain goal. Apart from accessing extra manpower or expertise,

this type of collaboration also provides an opportunity to exchange skills between or-

ganisations.

To reduce development time: To keep ahead of the competition, there might be no time

available to develop the know-how in-house to bring a new concept to market. By

forging an alliance in which each member brings in their particular field of expertise,

the likelihood to keep ahead in the race to commercialisation might be increased, under

the condition that each partner delivers on their part of the deal.

Henry Chesbrough is a well-regarded American academic authority and author who has

framed this increased collaboration across corporate borders as the ”Open Innovation” paradigm.

In the context of ”Open Source” development, many people extend the meaning of ”open” to

”non-commercial”, ”non-proprietary” and ”at no cost”. Especially for ”Richard Stallman” as

the one of the founders of the ”Open Source” movement, these are all different sides of the

same ideological coin. However the term ”open” tend to be more useful as being used in the

sense of ”free” in the name of our alma mater, and as defined in the Websters’ Third New

International Dictionary (Unabridged): ”Free from reserve or pretence ... not concealing or

intended to conceal one’s thoughts or actions ... free from hampering construction ... available
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for consideration or decision ... adjustable according to the requirements or circumstances”

with ”Tolerance of internal change (as by social mobility, reforms, and the development of

new ideas, values and customs)” and ”Permissive of diversity in social, religious and political

institutions”. In the context of innovation, this brings about a new knowledge landscape,

with a different logic about the sources and application of ideas: ”Open Innovation means

that valuable ideas can come from inside or outside the company, and can go to market from

inside or outside the company as well”. This new knowledge landscape is depicted by Henry

Chesbrough as in figure 2.2, where ideas flow in and out firms A and B. There is an abun-

dance of ideas in this setting, not only inside the boundaries of each company, but outside the

companies as well. All of these ideas are accessible to be used, and the people who created

them are available for hire by the organisation which can offer the most attractive conditions.

Figure 2.6: The Knowledge Landscape in the Open Innovation Paradigm [4, p. 44]
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These perspectives urge new organising principles for research and innovation. Henry

Chesbrough contrasts the principles of the old ”closed innovation” era with the guiding prin-

ciples of the ”open innovation” in table 2.2:

Closed Innovation Principles Open Innovation Principles
The smart people in our field work for us. Not all the smart people work for us. We

need to work with smart people inside and
outside our company.

To profit from R&D, we must discover it, de-
velop it, and ship it ourselves.

External R&D can create significant value;
internal R&D is needed to claim some por-
tion of that value.

If we discover it ourselves, we will get in to
market first.

We don’t have to originate the research to
profit from it.

The company that gets an innovation to mar-
ket first will win.

Building a better business model is better
than getting to market first.

If we create the most and the best ideas in
the industry, we will win.

If we make the best use of internal and ex-
ternal ideas, we will win.

We should control our IP, so that our com-
petitors don’t profit from our ideas.

We should profit from others’ use of our IP,
and we should buy others’ IP whenever it
advances our own business model.

Table 2.2: Contrasting Principles of Closed and Open Innovation [4, p. xxvi]

In his milestone book, Henry Chesbrough analyses the history of research before World

War II in the United States and Roosevelt’s post-war policy unveiled in Vannevar Bush’s

report ”Science: The Endless Frontier”. The resulting ”closed innovation” paradigm and its

benefits and concerns are illustrated by using the Xerox PARC research centre as an example.

In his opinion, four main factors started to erode this traditional way of thinking:

1. The increased availability and mobility of skilled workers.

2. The rise of the venture capital market.

3. External options for ideas sitting on the shelf.

4. The increased capability of external suppliers.
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The first erosion factor is also acknowledged by Richard Florida, who used the term

”Creative Class” to denote this group of very diverse people, who are only connected in their

ability to make concepts work. A number of similar observations arose from his research: [22,

p. 218]

• This Creative Class is moving away from traditional corporate community to placed

which he calls ”Creative Centres”.

• These ”Creative Centres” do not only have high concentrations of creative economy

outcomes, but they also show strong signs of overall regional vitality, such as increase

in employment and population.

• The ”Creative Centres” are not thriving for traditional economic reasons, such as access

to natural resources or transportation routes, nor because their local governments give

away tax breaks and other incentives. These regions attract creative people, because the

provide an integrated eco-system or habitat where all forms of creativity - artistic and

cultural, technological and economic - have taken root.

• The ”Creative Class” is not looking for physical attractions that focus on sports stadiums,

freeways, urban malls, entertainment districts and tourism. Instead they are looking for

communities with an abundance of high-quality amenities and experiences, and openness

to diversity of all kinds, and - above all - the opportunity to validate their identities as

creative people.

The second erosion factor - i.e. the Venture Capital Market - was virtually absent prior

to 1980. Since then the United States has been an enormous expansion since 1980, with

a figure of US$ 700 million in 1980, rising to more then US$ 80 billion in 2000. [4, p.

38] Venture capital was able to lure personnel away from established corporation - being

prepared to take more risk - giving them the opportunity to work on what they truly believed

in, while promising to prospect of accumulating personal wealth. The third erosion factor

point out the earlier tensions between the research group - coming up with new ideas - and

the development group - who have to put the ideas into production. Commercial priorities

and practical obstacles of the production team might lead to ideas collecting dust on the

shelf, leaving the researchers increasingly frustrated. Considering the second erosion factor

- VC - it then becomes easier for the researcher to take away these ideas as a foundation of

their own new business venture. Companies intending to create new products and services

starting in the fifties in the previous millennium, discovered that the surrounding environment
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lacked knowledge and experience to serve as reliable partners to server the market. Thanks

to the increased availability of well-trained workers and the presence of Venture Capital, this

external supply base has - according to Henry Chesbrough - expanded dramatically. While

this was necessary, it unintentionally gave rise to the fourth erosion factor, as projects could

no longer be tackled alone, and researchers could be attracted by suppliers, who might start

to outsmart the prime contractor, who used to be at the source of the initiative.

Subsequently Henry Chesbrough discusses Intel and IBM as transformation models from

open to closed innovation, and sets the company’s Business Model and management of the

Intellectual Property at the centre of the open innovation endeavour. In figure 2.2 he offers a

his alternative flow of thought for taking ideas to market.

Figure 2.7: Alternative Paths to Market. [4, p. 188]

Some corporate initiatives - such as the Eclipse Open Innovation Network described in

chapter 1 - explicitly underwrite the principles as put forward by Henry Chesbrough. Marko

Makipaa, Mikko Ahonen and Maria Mantymaki appear to be three researchers attached to

the University of Tampere in Finland, who are delving deeper into the practical implication

of the Open Innovation paradigm at an academic level. Especially Mikko Ahonen looks like

one of the driving forces behind MindTrek - a conference on Open Innovation, Open Source

and Social Media which took place on the 3rd and 4th of October 2007 - and the article

Supporting Collective Creativity within Open Innovation accepted for publication in the Eu-

ropean Academy of Management (EURAM) Conference in Paris 2007. [5] In an unpublished
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conceptual-analytical paper, he links ”open innovation” with ”customer participation” as fol-

lowed: We describe mass products as products of the closed innovation process, since products

are inflexible and standard, and customers do not really participate in R&D activities or in the

production process. Products are ’build-to-stock’ and then distributed as efficiently as possible

to a large customer base. As an opposite concept, we can use the term ’open innovation’ or

customer base innovation to describe high customer involvement in the innovation process”.

[13] One implementation is mass customisation, which can be seen as: ”The ability to use flex-

ible processes and organisation structures to produce varied and often individually customised

products and services at the price of standardised, mass-produced initiatives”. Since this mass

customisation model doesn’t allow a lot of space for customer creativity, it is still leaning

toward the closed innovation model. Apart from having to address integration challenges,

platforms are needed to enable modular product data management and publicly exposed

product configuration tools to enable individual composites of modules. In other cases, com-

panies offer their customers the unique opportunity to express their product requirements and

carry out product realisation, by mapping their own additional requirements into the physical

domain of the product offered by the company. Mikko Ahonen calls this mode of operations

”customer co-design”, in which customers are recruited as designers. He warns that relations

between designers and users are not entirely new, as they are already described in user-centred

development methods and human-computer interaction research literature. Typical for cus-

tomer co-design would be contribution as a member inside a community, a process to which

Mikko Ahonen refers to as ”collaborative customer co-design in online communities”. This

platform would require tools for designing, voting and collaboration, built in the web plat-

form, as well as support for building on-line communities. These are very much main Web

2.0 characteristics, which we describe in the next section. However for security reasons, these

customer interaction tools should be kept strictly separate from the company’s own internal

information systems, which imposed architectural requirements on the interoperability of dif-

ferent systems (such as Service Oriented Architectures discussed in chapter 5 ”The Microsoft

Case”). In figure 2.2 pictures both toolkits for user innovation and mass customisation.
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Figure 2.8: Toolkits for user innovation and mass customisation [5, p. 3]

In tune with Henry Chesbrough and even Steven Wilssens from Microsoft (see interview

in chapter 5), this new kind of ”open” collaboration - which we discussed so far - requires

alternative approaches so solve intellectual property issues. Hence Mikko Ahonen reference

to new initiatives, such as the Innovation Common Network (http://innovationcommons.

blogspot.com), which - as an on-line innovation community - is entering into discussions to

define novel IPRs (Intellectual Property Rights).

To conclude this section on positioning Closed versus Open Innovation, we refer to a post

dated 13th March 2008 on Mikko Ahonen blog at http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com.

In this contribution, Mikko Ahonen points out that Porter’s five competitive forces - rivalry,

buyer power, supplier power, substitutes and barriers to entry - are counter-productive in

a world of ”Open Innovation” (an observation on which we elaborate in the beginning of

the next chapter). He continues quoting from an article Open Innovation and Strategy from

Henry Chesbrough and Melissa Appleyard, published in the California Management Review

(CMR) of Fall 2007:

”All of the traditional views are based upon ownership and control as the key levers

in achieving strategic success. All focus largely within the firm, or within the value

chain in which the firm is embedded. None take much notice of the potential

value of external resources that are not owned by the firm in question, but may

nonetheless create value for the firm.”

http://innovationcommons.blogspot.com
http://innovationcommons.blogspot.com
http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com
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Building further on the concept of Open Innovation, Henry Chesbrough and Melissa App-

leyard - as cited by Mikko Ahonen - differentiate between Value Capture and Value Creation

in a company and in a Community (see figure 2.2)

Figure 2.9: Value Creation versus Value Capture

In response to the question Who is actually capturing the value creation by open innovation

and coordination, Chesbrough and Appleyard introduced a new concept, which they called

”Open Strategy”:

”Open strategy balances the powerful value creation forces that can be found in

creative individuals, innovation communities, and collaborative initiatives with the

need to capture value in order to sustain continued participation and support of

those initiatives”

Finally Mikko Ahonen provides a lead into further research with Michael Porter’s newest

article Strategy and Society published in the Harvard Business Review as recently as January

2008. He seems to insinuate a serious mismatch between the foundations of business strategy

as defended by Michael Porter, and the future business community driven by open innovation.

However we won’t explore these recent developments any further within the scope of this

master thesis, as the discussion is bound to continue for many years to come. Needless to

conclude that we have to correct Edmund Burke in stating: To innovate is to reform”.
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2.3 Web and Enterprise 2.0

According to Tim O’Reilly in ”What is Web 2.0 - Design Patterns and Business Models

for the Next Generation of Software”, the term Web 2.0 got coined during a conference

brainstorming session between the O’Reilly’s own publishing group and web pioneer Dale

Dougherty from MediaLive International. [6] Far from having entirely ”crashed” following

the burst of the the dotCom bubble, they both made the odd observation that the world-

wide-web was becoming more vibrant then ever, albeit not the world of e-commerce world

as originally envisaged. Rather then bearing on a single object, they introduced this word

word to encompass a novel array of trends and features - both new user experiences as well

as technologies - such as Ajax, Web Standards, RSS, OpenAPIs, UMTS, Podcasting, Social

Software, Wikis, Blogs, Pageranking, Videocasting, XML, Folksonomies, User Centric, Rest,

a.o ... These principal features of the so-called ”Web 2.0” where ”teased” from seven angles:

The Web As Platform: Rather than exposing clear boundaries, Web 2.0 should be visu-

alised as a gravitational core. As Tim O’Reilly expressed it rather poetically: ”You

can visualise Web 2.0 as a set of principles and practises that tie together a veritable

solar system of sites that demonstrate some or all of those principles, at a varying dis-

tance of that core”. The core and its surrounding principles were drawn up in ”meme

map” during FOO Camp, see figure 2.3. Based on the BitTorrent and Google samples,

O’Reilly points out two three precepts, i.e. ”The service automatically gets better the

more people use it”, ”The Architecture of Participation” and ”The User Add Value”.

In the first case of P2P (peer-to-peer) networking, the more popular a resource, the

better the user community can be served, as more users are sharing bandwidth and

instances of the desired electronic asset. So the quality of service improves dramatically

the larger the footprint of the provider: ... every consumer brings his own resources to

the party”. There is an implicit ”Architecture or build-in Ethic of Participation”: ”A

build-in ethic of cooperation, in which the service acts primarily as an intelligent broker,

connecting the edges to each other and harnessing the power of the users themselves”.

As only a tiny fraction of Users will bother about contributing explicitly when asked,

Web 2.0 companies will have become creative in boiling out user and network data as a

side-effect of their application.

Harnessing Collective Intelligence: In O’Reilly’s opinion, giants born in the Web 1.0

era were only able to survive, when able to successfully leverage network effects from

user contributions. However rather then forming an easily controllable crowds, these

users are taking the initiative by launching digital crusades from their own blogsphere.
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More then a collection of digital diaries, these blogs act as a search engine amplifier,

determining what James Suriowecki calls ”The Wisdom of the Crowds”. Mainstream

media is no longer facing individual blogs as their competitors, but the blogosphere

as a whole. Instead of a few self-proclaimed experts in a back-room, it becomes the

”Collective Intelligence” which decides what is noteworthy.

Data is the Next Intel Inside: The value of every significant internet application is de-

termined by its underlying database, so much that Hal Varian remarked: ”SQL is the

new HTML”. As data and file management becomes a predominant competency of

Web 2.0 companies, these applications - as O’Reilly observes - are increasingly referred

to as ”Info-ware” instead of ”Soft-ware”. As we witnessing heated debates and legal

battles between traditional media-owners and Web 2.0 companies on everything from

domain-names to maps and newspaper articles, we can not but wonder: ”Who owns the

Data”? So far this question only pertained to ”unstructured” data, but with the rise of

”Software as a Service” (SaaS), ”Software + Services” and the ”Internet Service Bus”,

the same challenge will come true for transactional data as well.

End of the Software Release Cycle: The on-line photo service of Flickr revealed with

pride that they are releasing new builds as frequently as every hour. Besides adhering

to the open source principle ”release early and release often”, it is not uncommon for new

Web 2.0 services to display the ”beta” notification years after being launched. In this

cycle of the ”perpetual beta”, users are recruited as co-designers or even co-developers,

in sharp contract to a traditional software release cycle as promoted by Microsoft, were

every component in their computer environment is being re-engineered every two or

three years. Real time tracking of user behaviour becomes vital in assessing which new

features are worth pursuing. As one web developer being quoted by Tim O’Reilly put

it: We put up two or three new features on some part of the site every day, and if users

don’t adopt them, we take them down. If they like them, we roll them out to the entire

site”.

Lightweight Programming Models: Simple pragmatism rules the Web 2.0 culture, rather

than complex web service design patterns for distributed and highly reliable program-

ming environments promoted by industrial software vendors, such as Microsoft, IBM

and Sun. Instead these complex models are substituted by lightweight programming

models, nevertheless still supporting loosely coupling between heterogeneous systems.

Whereas the traditional IT mindset is still about data integrity and service reliability,

in a Web 2.0 mindset the programmer and user is willing to accept that the services
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are becoming ”fragile”, leaving it to them to look for alternatives if needed. As such

services are syndicating data outward, without controlling or caring about what hap-

pens with the data they exposed in the cloud. What applies to data, goes for systems

and their design as well, as there is very little in place to protect intellectual property.

This low barrier to entry leads to sources constantly being hacked and remixed into

new applications, becoming conducive to what O’Reilly calls ”Innovation in Assembly”.

Value arises not from producing components - which are becoming a commodity - but

by assembling these components in new and effective ways.

Software Above the Level of a Single Device: Even the earliest web-technologies con-

nected several multiple remote servers, interrogated by a platform-independent client,

thus implying interaction by a series of devices. However technologies such as WAP

(Wireless Application Protocol) and iTunes have been porting the web to respectively

the mobile phone and digital music players, moving web-technologies away from Per-

sonal Computer. Some are expecting the greatest rifts in this area, insofar that they

are predicting the fall of the browser, and embedding of the Internet in household ap-

pliances - such as washing machines and refrigerators - as the arrival of ”Web 3.0 (”Hou

u klaar voor de komst van Web 3.0” in ”De Morgen” of Friday 7th March 2008).

Rich User Experiences: Initially the limitations of hypertext - indented to share and cross-

reference academic research papers - were overcome by throwing in Java applets and

macro-media. Nowadays dynamic web-pages started to mimic the behaviour of rich

client applications - using AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) - or even moving

far beyond the traditional user experience with multi-media enabled web applications

built with Microsoft’s newest Silverlight. This new experience isn’t limited to the user

interface alone. Application such as docs.google.com support wiki-style collaborative

editing, so fellow users truly begin to add value.

While some heralded ”Web 2.0” as a new standard of living, others have discarded the

concept as a senseless hype and marketing buzzword. For Win Treese in ”Web 2.0: Is it really

different”, the novelty is limited to interaction, social networking and tagging. [23] While the

technological and global dimension might be new, the business model seems to be both simple

and old: ”Aggregate an audience and sell advertising”. Rather than ”Web 2.0”, Win Trees is

seeing a ”continuous evolution of ideas and exploratory innovations”. Indeed most changes in

technology are incremental, and - rather than a hype - we are seeing a resurgence of interest in

re-applying older technologies. Not all are willing to reduce Web 2.0 to a marketing function,

but more of an engineering problem on a planetary scale, introducing the science of large-scale

docs.google.com
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Figure 2.10: Web 2.0 ”meme map” [6]

IT. ”How to manage central data repositories and deliver the things that people need” is seen

as consistent with all technology that has been developed since the beginning of the Industrial

Revolution. [24] On his MSDN web-log, Dan Griffin acknowledges the existence of Web 2.0,

but he would like to cast it more as an ”evolution”, rather than the ”revolution” which shook

the world with Web 1.0 (see also section 2 of chapter 5 on the Internet as a ”technological

discontinuity”). [25] According to Luke Tredinnick in Web 2.0 and Business: A pointer to

the intranets of the future, Web 2.0 not only re-cycled aborted technologies, but also revived

where older knowledge management programs failed. [26] He observed that the first ten year

of intranet development were characterised by the lack of information organisation, associated

with a lack of control over the creation, dissemination and the use of information available

on the intranets. Thus the faith in the self-organising nature of web resources, whereby

order was supposed to emerge from individual resources - failed to materialise. For him the

difference between the failed anarchy of early intranets and the controlled anarchy of Web

2.0 is the means by which the participation of the user is achieve, where the user is not only

responsible over the information resources, but over the whole intranet. Tredinnick claims

that Web 2.0 technologies generally disconnect content and design, so the process of content
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creation is freed from concerns about consistency in design and navigation. Moreover the

information is not authenticated through a formal content management process, but through

the self-regulation for a wider user group. He concludes that this new trend might succeed in

opening up the full knowledge assets and expertise of the organisation by making the users

the most important part of creating the intranet.

Contrary to the trend of user-empowerment, not many organisation are inclined to cede

all control to their employees. Reflecting on the corporate risks of e-mail, wiki’s and blogs,

Nicole Martin in Keep your eyes on the Enterprise backs the findings of Cheryl McKinnon -

portfolio manager at Open Text - recommending that: Organisation need to pay less attention

to format and more to the content and organisational parameters”. As information that was

once casual is now injected into the corporate mainstream, their advice is to develop an

overall communication policy, regardless of the platform. Some of their best practises in

communication to address these new corporate risks:

• Develop a sound corporate policy that dictates how business data should be handled.

Include the records management, financial, audit, IT and legal departments in developing

this policy.

• Define what constitutes a business recored (e.g. subject matter, business issue, customer

data, predefined metatags) broadly, any record that has ongoing historical, business,

legal, or compliance significance. Define what content is to be saved and where to save

it.

• Set retention periods for business records. Destroy what is no longer useful.

• Set guidelines for appropriate use of corporate resources, both internal and external to

the company.

• Educate employees on an ongoing basis about what kind of information should be kept,

what kinds of legal or regulatory developments are relevant, and what constitutes copy-

right infringements, plagiarism, defamation, and other relevant concerns.

• Teach employees to respect the company’s proprietary information and confidentiality.

• Teach employees to respect co-workers, business partners and the company.

• Ensure that employee’s communication activities do not interfere with their work.
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• Monitor the system, preferably with technological means, and make employees aware of

the nature of and the necessity for this supervision.

Not only predominant corporate culture, but also long doomed legacy systems might

withstand the Web 2.0 wave surprisingly well. For this purpose, Shirish Netke from Aztecsoft

in Software Mag.com draws an analogy with the American alligator. Weighting almost 200

kilogramme, with the brain the size of an olive as well as a mediocre sense of sight and

hearing, it has been playing an active role in our ecosystem for two hundred million years.

[27] Similar to the alligator, many surviving technologies in the large-enterprise IT ecosystems

- such as mainframes - still survive on brute force, and the ability to perform a few functions

extremely well. His prediction is that new technologies which fail to recognise the importance

for such legacy technologies, and that cannot or not willing to integrate with them will be

easily marginalised in the Enterprise 2.0. In his article Enterprise ready for 2.0 he addresses

the ”You” demographic, being a new crop of recruits entering the workforce, who will expect

Web 2.0 as our grandparents expected the telephone. So far the adoption of new collaborative

technologies have not yet taken root inside corporate walls - according to Nicholas Carr (former

executive editor of the Harvard Business Review as cited by Netke) - as current managers

and professionals have the business knowledge but not the spare time to implement them.

Thus the execution and implementation of Enterprise 2.0 solutions will require a new breed

of service providers, with the capacity to nurture enabling technologies for You. Within the

enterprise, Netke compares the 2.0 debate with the ”longbow versus crossbow” arguments on

which technology is better, i.e. most business managers won’t care as long as they can acquire

the tools needed to win the war. The shift - he concludes - is not toward web 2.0, but toward

empowering the knowledge worker as a means of achieving business results.



Chapter 3

Analysis of the Innovation Workspace

3.1 Innovation as a Business Strategy

Intuitively ”globalisation” feels like the prime catalyst driving change in today’s market-

place. However the ”reduction in trade barriers” only appeared in fourth place in a survey

conducted in March 2006 by ”The McKinsey Quarterly”, thereby overtaking ”plentiful, cheap,

mobile capital” on third place with one percent. Seventeen percent of the respondents stated

that ”greater ease of obtaining information, developing knowledge” was the single factor,

which - in their view - contributed the most to the accelerating pace of change in the global

business environment today. More strikingly - at first place with almost a quarter of the votes

- appeared the ”innovation in products, services, business models”. Which would lead one to

expect that ”innovation” should feature on the top of the executive agenda.

However this discovery seems to be in sharp contrast with top items appearing high on

the agenda of corporate transformation programmes, which I had the opportunity to look

into recently. Mostly these items still directly relate to offshore, outsourcing and further cost-

reduction, once-and-so-often knowledge management and collaboration as an operational sub-

item of productivity improvement or enhancing professionalism of the workforce. Far back

in 1979, the Harvard Business Review published ”How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy”

by Michael Porter, describing five ”competitive forces” that affect the market arena, and the

importance for corporations the consider all five of them when developing their business strate-

gies. [28] Following this school of thought, many executives still focus on locking in suppliers

and customers, while warding off substitute products or services and potential competitors.

In Porter view, the essence of strategy formulation is coping with competition. Competition

should not be narrowed down to rival companies, but consist of contending forces, which can

vary greatly depending each specific industry. Part of the strategy - according to Porter -

51
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Figure 3.1: Survey conducted by ”The McKinsey Quarterly” in March 2006

should be aimed at introducing barriers of entry for new players, threatening to bring in

new capacity and the desire to gain market share. Porter acknowledges six major sources of

barriers to entry: (1) Economies of scale (forcing the aspirant either to come in on a larger

scale, or to accept a cost disadvantage), (2) Product differentiation (brand identification to

force new entrants to overcome customer loyalty), (3) Capital requirements (particularly if

the capital is required for unrecoverable expenditures in up-front advertising or R&D), (4)

Cost disadvantages independent of size (stemming from the effects of the learning curve, pro-

prietary technology, access to the best raw material sources, a.o ...), (5) Access to distribution

channels (the more limited the wholesale or retail channels are, the tougher entry into the

industry will be) and (6) Government policy (such as license requirements, pollution stan-

dards and safety regulations). Another force to reckon with are powerful suppliers, who -

depending on their bargaining position - can raise prices or reduce quality of the purchased

goods or services. Porter says a supplier group is powerful if: (1) It is dominated by a few
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companies, and more concentrated that the industry it sells to, (2) Its products are univer-

sal or at least differentiated, or suppliers have built up switching costs, (3) No obligation to

content with other products for sale, (4) It poses a credible threat of integrating forward into

the industry’s business and (5) The industry is not an important customer of the supplier

group. At the other end of the spectrum, a buyer group can also accumulate force if: (1) It

is concentrated or purchases in large volumes, (2) Products purchases are standard or undif-

ferentiated, (3) It earns low profits, thus becoming highly price sensitive, (4) The industry’s

product is unimportant to the quality of the buyers’ products or services, (6) The industry’s

product does not save the buyer money or (7) The buyer poses a credible threat of integrat-

ing backward to make the industry’s product. Porter’s fourth force comes from substitute

products, which place a ceiling on prices which can be charged, i.e. the more attractive

the price-performance trade-off offered by substitute products, the less industry players have

the ability the increase their profits. Finally - as a fifth force - rivalry takes place among

existing competitors ”jockeying for position”. Intense rivalry is related to: (1) Competitors

being numerous or roughly equal in size and power, (2) Slow industry growth and ongoing

fights for market share, (3) Products or services lacking differentiation or switching costs, (4)

High fixed costs or perishable products, inducing temptation to cut prices, (5) Capacity being

augmented in large increments, such that imbalance in supply/demand lead to overcapacity

and price cutting, (6) High exit barriers, like very specialised assets or management’s loyalty

and (7) Rivals being diverse in strategies, origins and ”personalities”. The aim of Porter’s

long-standing strategy framework, is: ”To stake out a position that is less vulnerable to at-

tack form head-to-head opponents, whether established or new, and becoming less vulnerable

to erosion from the direction of buyers suppliers and substitute goods”. [28]

Long before Porter in the sixth century BC, Sun Zhu - a famous Chinese general - also wrote

about other five forces - Moral Law, Heaven, Earth, The Commander and Method/Discipline

- in chapter VIII ”Variation in Tactics” of The Art of War that: ”The student of war who

is unversed in the art of war of varying his plans, even though he be acquainted with the

Five Advantages, will fail to make the best use of his men”. [29] He further observed that:

”By altering his arrangements and changing his plans, he [the ideal general] keeps the enemy

without definite knowledge. By shifting his camp and taking circuitous routes, he prevents

the enemy from anticipating his purpose”. Just like the testudo or tortoise formation granted

the military advantage to the Roman legions, proven and tested models required re-design

under changing circumstances. In this sense, the web 2.0 economy has turned very much

into asymmetric warfare, in which modest start-ups are gradually able to challenge the most
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formidable corporate adversaries. In ”Management Information Systems”, Kenneth Laudon

remarked that: ”The digital firm era requires a more dynamic view of the boundaries among

industry, as - in the ecosystem model - multiple industries work together to deliver value to

the customer. IT plays an important role in enabling a dense network of interaction among

the participating firms”. [3, p. 101] As an example, he lists the impact of the Internet on

Competitive Forces and Industry Structure:

Competitive Force Impact of the Internet
Substitute products
or services

Enables new substitutes to emerge with new ap-
proaches to meeting needs and performing functions.

Customers’ bargaining power Availability of global price and product information
shifts bargaining power power to customers

Supplier’s bargaining power Procurement over the Internet tends to raise bargain-
ing power over suppliers. Suppliers can also benefit
from reduced barriers to entry and from the elimina-
tion of distributors and other intermediaries standing
between them and their users.

Threats of new entrants The Internet reduces barriers to entry, such as the need
for a sales force, access to channels, and physical assets.
It provides a technology for driving business processes
that makes other things easier to do.

Positioning and rivalry
among existing competitors

Widens the geographic market, increasing the numbers
of competitors, and reduces differences among com-
petitors. Makes it more difficult to sustain operational
advantages. Puts pressure to compete on price.
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In analogy to what Kenneth Laudon charted for the Internet, we can extend the ”forces on

the model” to Web 2.0 and Open Innovation:

Figure 3.2: Forces working on Porter’s model itself.

ID Force Description

P.1 Easier to build but also to

switch partnerships

In chapter 5 on the ”Microsoft Case” we will briefly

demonstrate how easy it became to manage its

partner ecosystem. However Microsoft’s competi-

tors - like Sun and IBM - do exactly the same, so

it equally became easier for companies to switch

providers depending on the circumstances.

Continued on next page ...
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ID Force Description

P.2 Increased collaboration and

shared business models

As physical walls separating organisations are sub-

stituted for virtual collaboration spaces, flow of

thought between entities and distribution of re-

sponsibilities happen more organically. Business

models can be build around new opportunities,

rather than around business units.

I.1 High media exposure Any company mishap will be magnified in the bl-

ogosphere, and any individual, journalist or com-

petitor willing to dig deeper, will have readily ac-

cess to testimonials, financial records, detailed de-

signs, a.o ... No company is free from scrutiny by

its intra-industry’s rivals.

I.2 Hard to keep secrets Taking the market by surprise becomes virtually

impossible. By the time your product hits the as-

sembly line, the first sneak preview of your proto-

type are already widely circulating on the world-

wide-web.

S.1 Rapid development of sub-

stitutes

Open innovation speeds up development time, not

only of your products and services, but also those of

your competitors, or works, it might induce rapid

development of cheaper or more apt substitutes to

serve your market.

E.1 Decreased differentiation

between established and new

players

The web presence of absolute beginners, new merg-

ers and established brands is almost indistinguish-

able, or worse, newcomers seems to be even better

at the game. Whereas companies used to be able to

establish local recognition mid-to-long-term, out-

siders invade your market without requiring a foot-

print or investment.

Continued on next page ...
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ID Force Description

C.1 Easier to find alternative

sources

Previously - to source goods such as containers,

trucks, steel, etc ... - required expensive buyer di-

rectories such as Kompass. Nowadays your new

suppliers are only a google away.

C.2 Mass Customisation Attracting Customers by offering the possibility to

slightly customise consumer goods (as described in

section 2 of the previous chapter)

C.3 Consumer Co-design Engaging the Consumer in the designer community

(as described in section 2 of the previous chapter).

C.4 Serving the ”Long Tail” The concept of the ”Long Tail” was introduced in a

book from Chris Anderson published in 2004 carry-

ing the same name. Due to its reach, the Internet

can serve niche customers that buy the hard-to-

find or non-hit items. Suppose your were special-

ising ”dog back-packs”, it might not be profitable

to open a store. Instead you might cater the needs

of travelling dog owners via a web-site, combined

with a traditional mail-order set-up.

O.1 Open Industry Standards As more standards are being established for in-

voices, purchase orders, ... it becomes cheaper to

switch over to new suppliers, or implement new

services. Business processes become more trans-

parent, making end-to-end monitoring more feasi-

ble. Since operating systems and formats for doc-

uments, music, on-line services, ... are becoming

less proprietary, everyone becomes capable of de-

ploying its own solution or add-on to the market,

which can instantaneously be plugged in existing

applications.

You can sail a yacht by only taking into account the two forces of wind and current.

However when flying a plane, new models are required to capture the reality of travelling in

three dimensions. Which is not the same as saying that Porter’s model has been rendered

useless - as horizontal winds still impact the course of the aeroplane - but forces need to be

redefined, new ones need to be added and strategies to keep you in the air will need to take
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this new medium into account. Similarly it is not altogether unthinkable that Porter’s Value

Chain will further evolve into a Value Network:

Figure 3.3: Value Chain evolving into Value Network
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3.2 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

A SWOT Analysis is a strategic planning tool used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses,

Opportunities, and Threats involved in a project or in a business venture. [11] Each SWOT

must start with defining a desired end state or objective, in our case the possible introduction

of Open Innovation and Web 2.0 in a Business environment. The origin of Strengths &

Weaknesses is internal in the organisation, whereas Opportunities & Threats originate from

the external environment. Strengths & Opportunities are helpful in achieving our objectives,

whereas Weaknesses & Threats pose an obstacle in achieving our targets. Ultimate goal

is reflect on the feasibility of attaining our goals, how to leverage each Strength, how to

suppress each Weakness, how to Exploit each Opportunity and how to defend against each

Threat. The SWOT analysis is introduced in this chapter to summarise, structure and connect

observations cited earlier in this study, and add new own observations were applicable. Two

separate SWOTs for ”Open Innovation” and ”Web 2.0” have been created. Each item in the

SWOT carries a unique reference, in order to justify the statement and its relevance to the

other topic. At the end an attempt is made to come to a synthesis of both SWOTs.

Objective: Adoption of the ”Open Innovation” paradigm to drive revenue

by inventing and designing new or improved products and ser-

vices, and/or to reduce cost by enhancing processes and platforms,

and/or to strengthen ties with customers and partners.

Figure: 3.2

ID: IO.S.1

Strength: Focus on appropriate Business Model.

Justification: One of the open innovation principles put forward by Henry Ches-

brough, is that: ”Building a better business model is better than

getting to market first”. [4] Since you can go shopping around for

suitable ideas, the business is not tied up in a single concept.

Web 2.0: Web 2.0 is more a modus operandi then an end in itself.

Relevance: Low

Leverage: Make assessment of external opportunities part of your ”strategic

alignment”.
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Figure 3.4: SWOT for ”Open Innovation”
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ID: OI.S.2

Strength: Complement own solution with external ideas.

Justification: Either bolt on your solution to another successful platform, prod-

uct or service, or enrich your offering by integrating with external

features.

Web 2.0: Interoperability, hack-ability and remix-ability as discussed by

O’Reilly. [6]

Relevance: High

Leverage: Publication and follow up on your ideas on innovation 2.0 ex-

change platforms.

ID: OI.S.3

Strength: Cash in on ideas not in line with Strategy.

Justification: ”We should profit from others’ use of our IP” according to Henry

Chesbrough. [4]

Web 2.0: How to draw people’s attention to your solution and sell it?

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Learn to package ideas for sale and build sales channels.

ID: OI.S.4

Strength: Community critical mass to solve problems.

Justification: Instead of working in your ivory tower with a restricted number of

people, invite the community to participate in the problem-solving

exercise.

Web 2.0: Only large fora with active participant will be of any help.

Relevance: High

Leverage: Learn to clearly state problems to outsiders, and enter into con-

structive discussions. Create financial incentives to external par-

ties offering their solutions.
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ID: OI.S.5

strength: Accelerate product & service development.

Justification: Cited as one of the benefits of collaboration by Bettina von

Stamm. [18]

Web 2.0: The public collaborative platform of choice. Open Source com-

munities and Web 2.0 companies are already geared up for fast

software release cycles.

Relevance: High

Leverage: Adopt and fine-tune Open Source alike and Web 2.0 release cycles

(so-called ”Agile Development”).

ID: OI.S.6

Strength: Incrementally adapt your ideas based on community and market

feedback.

Justification: Mikko Ahonen is looking into practical ways of engaging the user

community in the design process. [5]

Web 2.0: Platform on which to host User Communities, and channel

through which to collect User feedback.

Relevance: High

Leverage: Coordination between Design and Marketing departments to enter

into dialogue with the end Users.

ID: OI.S.7

Strength: Focus on what is catching on.

Justification: If your initial idea doesn’t arouse interest on the web, drop or

adapt it.

Web 2.0: The channel through which you can launch propositions. How

to determine that lack of interest is intrinsically related to your

concept? Maybe you still have to create the market?

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Follow trends and participate in discussions. Afterwards evaluate

internally is Worthy to pursue.
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ID: OI.S.8

Strength: Go public and let potential partners bid with their solutions on

your problems to be solved.

Justification: In the end of chapter 5 on ”The Microsoft Case”, we briefly show

Microsoft’s Partner Solution Channel Builder.

Web 2.0: Networking between individuals to be taken up to the level of

organisations.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: How can organisations adopt Web 2.0 identities?

ID: OI.S.8

Strength: Go public and let potential partners bid with their solutions on

your problems to be solved.

Justification: Similar to the Partner Solution Channel Builder in the previous

item. Show others opportunities of partnering with your organi-

sation.

Web 2.0: Web 2.0 platforms to facilitate this kind of exchange.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Need for platforms to exchange opportunities.

ID: OI.W.1

Weakness: Only popular ideas receive mainstream support. Focus on fast

results, i.e. complicated or tedious problems which take a long

time to resolve wont draw a lot of attention/resources.

Justification: Negative side-effect of IO.S.7 ”Focus on what is catching on”.

Some technological, ecological, political or social issues might have

a negative long-term impact.

Web 2.0: Weakness more related to human nature.

Relevance: Low

Suppress: Break-down the complexity, and formation of special interest

groups, who are committed to finding solutions in expert domains.
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ID: OI.W.2

Weakness: Resources are focused on many things simultaneously, without

committing to results.

Justification: Concern expressed in ”Keep your eyes on the Enterprise”. [30]

Web 2.0: Lot of hype generated, but what are the tangible results in the

end.

Relevance: High

Suppress: Most probably the ”finishing touch” needs to take place inside

the professional environment, which is were companies will likely

continue to add their value.

ID: OI.W.3

Weakness: Overhead of workforce working on ideas they fancy, without ever

becoming marketable.

Justification: When not instructed, professionals will most likely direct their

attention to their own fields of interest, without making the direct

link to revenue having to be generated to pay their salaries.

Web 2.0: Same phenomenon when people participate in fora, write blogs,

a.o ...

Relevance: High

Suppress: Set measurable targets, and take clear action when objectives are

not met. metrics

ID: OI.W.4

Weakness: Little control on what resources are doing.

Justification: Instead of micro-managing people’s tasks and time, middle-

management will also need to become more result-driven.

Web 2.0: Same operational concern as when employees use the internet for

their work.

Relevance: High

Suppress: Become result-driven, and reward positive outcomes.
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ID: OI.W.5

Weakness: Who is liable in case of damages due to untested designs or poor

quality.

Justification: External features being incorporated into own product need to be

thoroughly tested.

Web 2.0: Does not yet play a role in the Web 2.0 world, as user accepts

”fragility” of the services.

Relevance: Low

Suppress: Responsibility should rest solely with the vendor of the applica-

tions.

ID: OI.W.6

Weakness: How to calculate return-on-investment taking into account so

many factors?

Justification: Before supplying cash - apart from assessing risks - investors typ-

ically want to know the potential return on their contribution.

Web 2.0: The dotCom bubble has proven that business models for the

world-wide-web are still immature.

Relevance: Low

Suppress: ROI is to be calculated once a solution has been assembled. How

to factor in all the research costs remains another real concern.

ID: OI.O.1

Opportunity: Re-definition of Intellectual Property Rights.

Justification: See example of the Eclipse Open Innovation Network (vignette 2

in chapter 1).

Web 2.0: Also property rights on news, music, maps ... are under attack.

Relevance: High

Exploit: Definition and acceptance of practical IP licensing at a global

scale, and translated into local legislation.
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ID: OI.O.2

Opportunity: Driving Open Standards.

Justification: Organisation such as www.w3.com set open standards for web ser-

vice communication, XML, a.o ...

Web 2.0: Interoperability will not be possible without practical standards.

[6]

Relevance: High

Exploit: Incorporate open standards in own designs, and steer open stan-

dards discussions (only feasible for large organisations).

ID: OI.O.3

Opportunity: Public Innovation Exchange platforms.

Justification: Benefits such as IO.S.2 and IO.S.8 won’t materialise in absence of

these platforms.

Web 2.0: Some of these platforms already exist, but mainly for software

development.

Relevance: Medium

Exploit: Support promising initiatives. (e.g. http://innocentive.com)

ID: OI.O.4

Opportunity: Industry self-regulation.

Justification: Reducing the need for governmental legislation, or when organi-

sations are able to define their own rules.

Web 2.0: Only codes of conduct at an individual level. Standard bodies

however are an attempt of industry self-government.

Relevance: Low

Exploit: Adhere to your own principles, and keep battles out the court of

law.

www.w3.com 
http://innocentive.com
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ID: OI.O.5

Opportunity: Open partnering between companies, universities, high-schools,

individual entrepreneurs, associations and government.

Justification: University-Enterprise Partnerships can become more active and

visible.

Web 2.0: Professional networks are still very ego-centric.

Relevance: High

Exploit: Facilitation of networking between individuals and organisations.

ID: OI.T.1

Threat: Lowering barriers for new competitors.

Justification: See section one of this chapter on Porter model of the five com-

petitive forces.

Web 2.0: Re-mediation (e.g. on-line travel business) and substitution (e.g.

on-line music business).

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Can ”Open Innovation” be leverage to turn competitors into part-

ners?

ID: OI.T.2

Threat: Extra channel through which sensitive information might leak out

of the company.

Justification: The ”attack surface” of the organisation enlarges, as more em-

ployees enter into direct communication with the outside world.

Web 2.0: Inappropriate or confidential information sometimes appears on

blogs or fora. [30]

Relevance: High

Defend: Definition and implementation of clear communication policies.
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ID: OI.T.3

Threat: Competitors or criminals might use the open innovation channel

to sabotage.

Justification: Not all external parties will contribute with good intentions.

Web 2.0: Defamation is a common phenomenon on the Internet (http://

www.theyesmen.org), or sometimes well founded criticism, e.g.

Smartmobs.

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Clear separation and screening between intra- & extra-net.

ID: OI.T.4

Threat: Business strategy can easily inferred from the companys public

research.

Justification: Companies go public with their solutions and problems.

Web 2.0: Internet already makes public what companies sometimes rather

keep hidden.

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Make sure not ideas are mature enough to be thrown into public.

Immature ideas can better be nurtured in clearly distinguishable

subsidiaries, see MSR (Microsoft Research) briefly discussed in

chapter 5.

ID: OI.T.5

Threat: Competitors will try to recruit your key staff through open inno-

vation channels.

Justification: Hostile attempts to weaken your teams, or search for scarce human

resources.

Web 2.0: Professional networks such as www.plaxo.com or www.linkedin.

com already used as a source by headhunters.

Relevance: High

Defend: Search with HR for ways to increase loyalty to the company. Let

team and colleagues play a role in this effort as well.

http://www.theyesmen.org
http://www.theyesmen.org
www.plaxo.com
www.linkedin.com
www.linkedin.com
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ID: OI.T.6

Threat: Someone else might succeed in making money out of your open

project before you are able to.

Justification: An other company might be willing to take more risks, or be better

positioned in terms of finance, distribution or production.

Web 2.0: Most money seems to be made out of advertising.

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Make sure you develop your business model in parallel, while elab-

orating your ideas.

ID: OI.T.7

Threat: Corporate boundaries become blurred, and loyalty toward com-

pany might go down.

Justification: Networks of professionals might become stronger than relation

with own company.

Web 2.0: Network of individuals, rather then organisations

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Extend networking culture within the organisation.

Objective: Integration of ”Web 2.0” into the enterprise to enhance knowledge

sharing and collaboration, and strengthen peer-networks, as well

as ties with customers and partners.

Figure: 3.2

ID: W2.S.1

Strength: Professional collaboration and networking.

Justification: See many specialist fora, such as www.ifpug.org for Function

Point Counting, as one of the thousands of examples.

Open Inno.: Many professional fora still have a ”web 1.0” feel.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Grant employees sufficient time to participate in these networks.

www.ifpug.org
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Figure 3.5: SWOT for ”Web 2.0”
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ID: W2.S.2

Strength: Web mash-ups to build own applications.

Justification: Web application that combine data from more than one source

into a single integrated tool. [?]

Open Inno.: Could become a medium through which consumers can customise

their own product.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Very recent trend rather to watch then to follow?

ID: W2.S.3

Strength: Accessible anywhere.

Justification: Your ”knowledge base” is not longer locked up in your worksta-

tion.

Open Inno.: Practical when displaying your ideas at conferences e.a ...

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Place your assets on-line, not on the desktop.

ID: W2.S.4

Strength: Knowledge as a free commodity (like Wikipedia).

Justification: Items such as supplier directories or encyclopedia’s become readily

available.

Open Inno.: Conducive to research.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Contribute yourself to on-line resources.

ID: W2.S.5

Strength: Portals on specialist subjects.

Justification: During Web 1.0 hypertext got gradually aggregated into portals,

so not a typical web 2.0 feature.

Open Inno.: Authoritative portals might be prime candidates to host innova-

tion networks.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Become active member of specialist portals.
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ID: W2.S.6

Strength: Cross-referencing contributors and contributions (like tagging).

Justification: The web 2.0 alternative to the citation index.

Open Inno.: Discovery of whom is an authority on certain subjects.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Actively cross-reference and tag internet content if possible.

ID: W2.S.7

Strength: Public support and forums on technical and other topics.

Justification: Relates to OI.S.4.

Open Inno.: Quick resolution of practical problems to speed up delivery of

research results.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Don’t keep chewing on the same problem, but throw it in the

open.

ID: W2.S.8

Strength: Catch on most recent trends.

Justification: In line with IO.S.7.

Open Inno.: Focus on where you can make a difference.

Relevance: Medium

Leverage: Become a Netizen.

ID: W2.W.1

Weakness: Difficult to predict whether a web 2.0 business model is repeatable

and will work or not.

Justification: Briefly covered by Tom De Bruyne in keynote of KnoSoS sympo-

sium on Monday 19th November 2006. www.KnoSoS.be

Open Inno.: Will the same apply to Open Innovation?

Relevance: High

Suppress: Collect Best Practises and study what factors are controllable.

www.KnoSoS.be
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ID: W2.W.2

Weakness: Blurring border between public and private.

Justification: Under which circumstances do you represent the firm?

Open Inno.: What is company and what your own research?

Relevance: Medium

Suppress: Clear communication policy.

ID: W2.W.3

Weakness: Cumbersome to manage your profile everywhere.

Justification: Necessary to define new profile for every site.

Open Inno.: Going forward with OpenID?

Relevance: Medium

Suppress: Federated security, allowing user to determine what profile infor-

mation will be revealed once authenticated.

ID: W2.W.4

Weakness: Federated security still very immature.

Justification: See previous point.

Open Inno.: See previous point.

Relevance: Medium

Suppress: Cumbersome but not blocking.

ID: W2.W.5

Weakness: Your data is the network what if a service disappears or is un-

reachable.

Justification: Hot topic in ”Software as a Service” discussions. In addition, who

is responsible latency due to overloaded shared networks.

Open Inno.: Same concern, as all your research is uploaded.

Relevance: High

Suppress: Internet perimeter of reliable professional (payable) services and

synchronisation mechanisms to continue working off-line.
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ID: W2.W.6

Weakness: No guaranteed Quality of Service.

Justification: Who is your principal contact point, when you create your own

services based on others.

Open Inno.: Liability issue, see OI.W.5

Relevance: High

Suppress: Service levels with professional providers.

ID: W2.W.7

Weakness: Hard to audit designs and decision making inside search engines,

social networks, a.o ...

Justification: Topic of my previous master-thesis De systethica van het artificile

denken.

Open Inno.: Understanding of network effects.

Relevance: Medium

Suppress: We will have to relinquish the illusion of control.

ID: W2.W.8

Weakness: Tendency to follow trends, otherwise you wont be respected in the

on-line community.

Justification: Related to OI.W.1.

Open Inno.: Before launching too many new ideas, you will have to seek ac-

knowledgement in the on-line community.

Relevance: Medium

Suppress: Ideal of ”Liberal Enquiry” (”Vrij Onderzoek”) stands, even in the

on-line world.
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ID: W2.O.1

Opportunity: Demonstrating thought leadership on blogs and other public col-

laborative platforms.

Justification: Seeking recognition as an expert or innovator in a certain domain.

Open Inno.: Johnny Chung Lee’s blog at http://procrastineering.

blogspot.com (see chapter 1 vignette 1) and Mikko Ahonen blog

at http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com are pristine examples.

Relevance: High

Exploit: Be Yourself, should be more then a simple marketing effort.

ID: W2.O.2

Opportunity: Web 2.0 integration with corporate systems.

Justification: E.g. on-line collaboration as a substitute of an endless flow of

e-mails.

Open Inno.: Are open innovators not smart enough to build their own tools?

Relevance: Medium

Exploit: Assess enterprise collaboration tools on Web 2.0 compatibility.

ID: W2.O.3

Opportunity: Community filters out what is practical and easy to use, as op-

posed to corporate solutions which tend to complexity.

Justification: Related to OI.S.7 and W2.S.8.

Open Inno.: Invest thinking-time in making solutions as simple as possible.

Relevance: Medium

Exploit: Be outspoken, but learn to collaborate.

ID: W2.O.4

Opportunity: Embedding in devices Web 3.0.

Justification: ”De Morgen” of Friday 7th March 2008.

Open Inno.: Devices are object of ongoing research.

Relevance: Low

Exploit: Depends on the field of research.

http://procrastineering.blogspot.com
http://procrastineering.blogspot.com
http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com
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ID: W2.O.5

Opportunity: Customer co-design and mass customisation.

Justification: Get customers more involved in the on-line buying experience.

Open Inno.: See article from Marko Mkip, Mikko Ahonen and Maria Mntymki

from the University of Tampere (Finland). [13]

Relevance: High

Exploit: Bring together marketing and designer teams.

ID: W2.T.1

Threat: When more lucrative or fun opportunities arise, employees or part-

ners simply give up and go elsewhere.

Justification: High churn of opportunities on the web.

Open Inno.: It seems to be the nature of creative people to always look for new

challenges.

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Enterprise should be come more resilient to coming and going of

professionals.

ID: W2.T.2

Threat: Rapid platform and application release cycles often not backward

compatible which corporations might find hard to follow.

Justification: See projects like www.drupal.org.

Open Inno.: Iterative approach beneficial to research (e.g. prototyping).

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Shortening decision cycle, to make enterprises more agile.

ID: W2.T.3

Threat: Vulnerable to bad new campaigns from invisible competitors.

Justification: Company information contributed to web 2.0 might be taken out

of context.

Open Inno.: Beware that information can be held against you.

Relevance: Low

Defend: Completely out of control for the enterprise.

www.drupal.org
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ID: W2.T.4

Threat: Companies might become target of disgruntled employees or in-

terest groups.

Justification: Rather than addressing the trade-union representatives, some em-

ployees go on-line with their grief.

Open Inno.: What happens if an ”open innovator” switches companies (in case

he or she was employed)?

Relevance: Low

Defend: Re-instate the consensus model within organisations.

ID: W2.T.5

Threat: Is all time well spent on the web?

Justification: Related to OI.W.3.

Open Inno.: Don’t overuse new medium, and keep communication and collab-

oration at an efficient level.

Relevance: Low

Defend: Manage on results, rather than time.

ID: W2.T.6

Threat: Your faults remain forever traceable, unless you change your entire

corporate identity.

Justification: History is digitally etched in search engines.

Open Inno.: Need for a code of conduct.

Relevance: Medium

Defend: Corporate ethics and responsibility.
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This preliminary analysis does not have the strength of workshops or quantitative/scientific

evidence, but we can observe complementarity between ”Open Innovation” and ”Web 2.0” in

the following domains.

Strengths:

• Complement own solution with external ideas.

• Community critical mass to solve problems.

• Accelerate product & service development.

• Incrementally adapt your ideas based on community and market feedback.

Weaknesses:

• Little control on what resources are doing.

• Difficult to predict whether a business model is repeatable.

• Liability issues

Opportunities:

• Re-definition of Intellectual Property Rights.

• Driving Open Standards.

• Open partnering between companies, universities, high-schools, individual entrepreneurs,

associations and government.

• Demonstrating thought leadership on blogs and other public collaborative platforms.

Threats:

• Extra channel through which sensitive information might leak out of the company.

• Competitors will try to recruit your key staff through open innovation channels.
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3.3 History and Trends

As part of the analysis of the subject, the intention of this section was to draw up a historic

chart in an attempt to place ”Open Innovation” and ”Web 2.0” in their historical context,

and transformation chart to picture convergence between both in future. The results are

included - because it would be a very useful brainstorming exercise to perform in group - but

the current outcome bears little relevance to the flow of thought developed further in this

master thesis. In addition all trends should be fully explained and referenced, warranting an

entire new chapter.

Figure 3.6: Transformation Past to Present
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Figure 3.7: Transformation Present to Future



Chapter 4

Advancing with Innovation 2.0

Where to go from here? At the onset - with vi-

gnette 1 & 2 - we observed an individual - Johnny

Chung Lee - and a kind of professional IT guild -

The Eclipse Open Innovation Network - openly shar-

ing their ideas - as a matter of principle - with the

wide-webbed-world. In the same initial chapter it was

crafted how this could be approached as a subject of

a master thesis, and why this could bear relevance in

the world of Business. Subsequently these observa-

tions and intentions were framed within an existing

scientific body of knowledge pertaining to knowledge

management & collaboration, positioning traditional

”closed” research against ”open” innovation as defined by Henry Chesbrough and writings

on Web 2.0 as a phenomenon spilling over from consumer to enterprise. As good as it gets

- without field surveys or quantitative analysis - using Porter’s business models and SWOT

as a technique, Open Innovation and Web 2.0 were scrutinised from multiple angles, espe-

cially there were they could act as complementary forces. However an additional question

rests to be addressed - setting apart the post-graduate master degree in Business Information

Management aimed at aspiring or perfecting Consultants and Information Managers - i.e.

”Realistically how do turn information to knowledge to currency”? For over 2250 years, Chi-

nese decision makers turned to the ”I Ching” - a.k.a. the ”Book of Changes” - to determine

their course of action. Through those centuries - though it academically inspired Confucius

and many other philosophers and scientists and spiritually enlightened the mythical Taoist

Lao Tzu - this reference work unfortunately got exclusively associated with predestination and

81
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divination. This oriental masterpiece is brought up in this context, because it departs from

the same preconditions, which make academic research worthwhile: The Simplicity underly-

ing this universe, implying accessibility of ”episteme” for us as mortal beings, the Versatility

(”Tao”) forcing us to cope with ongoing change and the Persistency of the basic rule, meaning

there is order to look for in utter chaos. [31] Moreover the ”I Ching” doesn’t cast rules in

concrete or shifting stars - as later astrologist did - but it incites to seek associations in a

variable context. Precisely the stimulus of associative thinking - between theory and ideas,

different ideas or idea and application - is probably more important than imposing any model

or technique, which should be nothing more than a mean to an end. In the ”I Ching”, both

”turning ideas into practise” and ”innovation” are best captured by hexagram number 3,

which stands for ”Sprouting” (”Chun”) or ”difficult beginnings”. [31, p. 114] Innovation

takes our ideas from spring to growth in the four stages of the Time Cycle - Spring, Growing,

Harvesting, Trial - and - like a farmer or manager - we got to come to terms that ideas are

intricately linked with exploitation, and vice versa. Likewise every venture should bring us

back to the beginning, as every endeavour to perpetually extend success is doomed to failure

(e.g. ”A strategic architecture doesn’t last forever” as stated by C.K. Prahalad in ”Compet-

ing for the Future”). In this respect we should remain cautious not to force innovation in a

strategic or procedural straitjacket, but rather to focus on the creation of fertile and conducive

environment, where the right people in the right state of mind alone can bring about change

(as observed by Jef Staes whom we will discuss in the third section of this chapter). True

enough - no advancing without intuitive wisdom, serendipity and our share of good fortune

- but - to avoid to much yin in this chapter on which I can’t be quoted - for the rest of this

chapter we will look into the yang of the appropriateness of open innovation in a business

context, practical interventions which might be considered, but - above all - upon whom to

rest our faith to perpetually renew our Business.
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4.1 WhenWW.ToGo.OI2

Scenario Planning is one of the frameworks being offered to the students during the ”Master

degree in Business Information and Service Management” for determining the appropriate-

ness of distinct courses of action within your given business context. The infinite array of

possibilities is limited to a discrete number of contrasting scenario’s, each representing a range

of critical uncertainties unique to this chosen imaginative or abstracted scenario. In each sce-

nario we describe the characteristics and identify the key players and critical success factors.

By blending scenario’s, we can distill a list of commonalities, which present relatively safe

bets to implement in reality. However a Business has to ultimately select a particular scenario

or a synthesis to move ahead of its competition.

Making this mental exercise - based on the inputs of previous chapters - I came to the

following four scenario’s:

1. Los Alamos

2. Collaborative Innovation

3. Ecosystem

4. Allied Forces

Scenario 1 & 2 are ”Enclosed”, meaning that innovation is kept within corporate bound-

aries. This in sharp contrast with scenario 3 & 4, who chose for themselves to reach out

their hand to competitors and partners in the outside world. However there is an additional

dimension, which sets apart scenario 1 & 2 and scenario 3 & 4. Scenario 1 & 4 are joined in

the fact that they keep their inner or outer relationships under firm control, by unilaterally

involving one or a select and limited number of partners. On the other hand, in scenario 2

& 3 there is hardly any control whatsoever internally or externally on whom is involved or

entitled to get involved in the exchange of new ideas.

Scenario 1: Los Alamos

Characteristics: Los Alamos in New Mexico (United States) was the cradle of the Manhat-

tan Project at the end of the World War II, which finally produced the atomic bombs

dropped to bring the empire of Japan to its knees. Typically research in similar facili-

ties shuns the light and public scrutiny, to avoid ethical reflection getting in the way of

keeping ahead of the enemy. Only an absolute minimum number parties are unilaterally
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Figure 4.1: Four Innovation Scenario’s

involved to secure intelligence and precious resources, vowed not to disclose anything

with might compromise absolute victory over the competition. Inevitably these cir-

cumstances lead to paranoia, and mistrust of any new entrants and vindication of own

belief over all other alternatives. Ironically ARPANET was also born as a secret military

project born inside the United States Department of Defence, but grew out to become

the Internet we know today.

Key Players: Obviously this situation as described above is but a caricature of what can

happen in a real life business situation. However environments which foster this type

of culture, will more then likely be vehemently opposed to open innovation, because
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it might narrow their competitive advantage, or to the Internet, as it induces public

scrutiny. We can recognise the following actors in the Manhattan Project :

The Board who represents the stakeholders, sets the agenda and allocates the budget.

The General whom is ordered by the Board to drive the result at all cost. From his

part the General will minimise any downside related to a chosen strategy, as long

as it ensures high returns.

The Brain is mentally and/or physically disconnected from the outside world or any

ethical implications of his or her research. The sense of urgency or importance

and the close(d) cooperation with intelligent peers creates a dynamism - making

anything possible - but any sceptic should instantaneously be removed from the

Team. Knowledge bestows a sense of power to the Brain(s), however this power is

only played out against fellow team members or the General.

The Public is the mass of consumers or citizen who’s interests are at stake. If the

outcome of the research doesn’t fit their need, it is their perception of the solution

which will require tuning. The critical subjects among the Public needs to be

singled out and silenced, bought, compromised or promoted away.

The Enemy are the intra-industry competitors, new entrants or suppliers of substitute

products and services.

Critical Success Factors: Secrecy is an absolute requirement to become a member in this

venture. To guarantee this level of confidentiality, peer control is stimulated, and active

participation in outside communities is discouraged. Mostly researchers should focus

on their single subject, while eventual success of the product or services will depend

on aggressive marketing and communication strategies. Objective is a swift and sud-

den market introduction, swiping the market share of the competition. Above all a

strict hierarchy ensures that every player can be held internally accountable for (non-)

achievement of their results.

Business Examples: Even though the Los Alamos analogy might sound ludicrous at first,

it is in the genes of many weapons, pharmaceutical, aircraft and tobacco industries.

The massive financial turnover generated by these types of business - and the salaries

awarded to their directors and middle-management - demonstrate the success of this

business model, and any alternative course of action will more then likely eat in their

profits. In IT and services industry, this analogy holds to pin-point ”closed innovation”.
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Scenario 2: Collaborative Innovation

Characteristics: This is the idea of a participatory Web to leveraging employee talent to

address the persistent information technology challenges, as described by D.L. Newbold

from IBM quoted in section five of the first chapter. [12] Knowledge management and

collaboration - aimed at collecting existing intellectual assets - are extended to capture

new and promising ideas, which might realise their full potential in the future. Identical

to traditional Knowledge and Document management environment, these systems do

not extend across corporate boundaries. However web-technologies can be leveraged

on the intranet to overcome technological barriers in a heterogeneous global corporate

landscape. [3, p. 285] These systems do not expose a public interface, but once au-

thenticated, all employees are empowered to consume and contribute knowledge, ask or

answer questions or launch and challenge new ideas via the Intranet

Key Players: As opposed to being an incumbent in ”Los Alamos”, roles in the ”Collabo-

rative Innovation” scenario are less formalised, and everyone can shift roles once in a

while, or play different roles simultaneously:

The Visionary inspires the fellow workers or subordinate by formulating a clear busi-

ness vision, and easy ways to contribute to the realisation of this vision. This is

the Architect behind the C.K. Prahalad’s Enterprise Strategy. [15]

The Champion shows how to achieve and take pride in achieving results. They are

the catalyst of change, and mentally and financially supportive of any such change

brought forward by the Creators. In section 3 of this Chapter, Jef Staes will type

them as the ”Pioneers”. [32, p. 78]

The Creator are the Brains in Scenario 1 who dropped their blindfold, and seek recog-

nition for their constructive contributions, thereby fully supported by the Cham-

pions. [32, p. 77]

The Enthusiast don’t have the self-confidence, ambition or intellectual capacity to

become a Creator - at least not unremittingly - but they also thrive in this envi-

ronment, as they harvest or elaborate the fruits of the Creators.

The ”Neg” are negative people averse of any change or challenge. They take pleasure

in undermining the belief of the Enthusiasts in the Creator’s (or even the Vision-

ary’s) propositions, and shaking the self-confidence of the Creators. For Jef Staes,

these are the ”Settlers” in the world of 2D-management. [32, p. 79]
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Business Examples: Collaboration is taking hold in most organisation and even govern-

ment, but collaborative innovation is reaching one step further by involving the internal

community in the thought process. IBM is one of the examples discussed in this master

thesis, which openly promotes this model as a distinctive feature of its organisation.

Scenario 3: Eco-system

Characteristics: An ecosystem is a business network in which people and partners work

together to achieve shared goals. [33, p. 80] However - contrary to the ”Allied Forces”

scenario which we will detail next - relations between these people and partners are not

unilaterally imposed, but are based on task, expertise or social relationships. [33, p. 81]

In these ecosystem, participants are members of one or more communities, which unify

their users through common objectives. [7]

Key Players: The informalisation of roles reaches its peak in the eco-system, where everyone

tries to become the master of his or her own destiny.

The Host is essential without being noticed, and often not even properly rewarded. As

wide as web extends across the world, identities and mind will eventually meet on a

hub at the crossroad of network connections. There are hosts providing you access

to the network - thereby charging you a fee - hosts offering the network capacity -

like Alcatel, who get payed in second line by the network access providers, which are

often telecom operators - and finally portals which host social interaction, storage

and aggregation of contributed information.

The Netizen is open to casual as well as intellectual exchange over Web 2.0. He or she

is the creator of scenario 2, but the content will be (de-)valued by an anonymous

crowd of fellow Netizens.

The Star is a Netizen who stands above all the rest. By being cited across the Web, he

or she is promoted to stardom by Internet Search Engines such as Google, Yahoo

or MSN.

The Judge is strikingly absent and needless in today’s Web 2.0 world. However - in

my opinion - this authority will become necessary in case the business world wishes

to join the Web 2.0. As a judge in the court of law, authority is limited to his or

her jurisdiction - employees of your own company - and prosecution is only possible

when the harm has been done (like an employee who shared sensitive information,

or defamed his or her own organisation). Thereby a corporate communication
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policy will need to be established, as suggested by Nicole Martin in Keep your eyes

on the Enterprise discussed in section 3 of chapter 2. [30]

Business Examples: The Eclipse Open Innovation Network discussed in Vignette 2 in the

first chapter is an example of an real ”eco-system”.

Scenario 4: Allied Forces

Characteristics: The dropping of the atomic bomb was unilateral decision from the United

States - even not disclosed to friendly nations - to call an end of the bloody engagement

of the American forces in the Pacific, thereby opting to sacrifice many innocent Japanese

lives. Europe was liberated four months earlier by the Soviets and the Western Allies.

The Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (Unabridged) defines an alliance as:

”An association or union formed for the furtherance of the common interests and aims

of the members”. The alliance takes effect by a: ”Formal agreement - like a treaty -

enacting these common interests” Any entities who did not enter into the negotiations

and signed are not participating and are not protected by such an unilateral treaty.

Only networks are being established which responds to the needs of this treaty, and

innovations should further the interests of the allies.

Key Players: All key players enter scenario 4 as defined in scenario 1. However these key

players are contained in two or more ”allies”. Sometimes communication between allies

is very open at the operational level, in other cases interaction and decision making only

happens at the top.

Business Examples: In today’s business world, we see combination of scenario number 2

for internal collaborative innovation with scenario number 4 to substantiate an extensive

network of solution and/or local partners. Microsoft for example - being the subject

of next chapter - invests a lot in intellectually growing its product development teams,

while providing a external portal alongside as a backbone of its partnerships. Both

environments do not extensively interfere, however MSDN (the Microsoft Development

Network) - also described in chapter 5 - is adapting Web 2.0 features.
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Scenario: Commonalities

Attention Points: Scenario 4 and 2 are gaining momentum to the determent of scenario

1, even though this latter scenario still prevails in certain industries. Companies who

progressed with scenario 2, are more likely to develop into scenario 3. However it

is unlikely than companies in scenario 2 will have sufficient leverage, without forging

traditional alliances as covered by scenario 4. For now scenario 3 in its purest form

resembles more of an utopia, where every individual and company can participate at

the same level. The ecosystem should therefor seek co-existence with the other systems.

However not all companies will prosper in scenario 2 or 3, thereby choosing to break out

of scenario 1 but stay in scenario 4. This matters greatly to the proponents of scenario

2 and 3, as companies which act unilaterally are more likely to introduce technologies

or networks with inherent and controllable boundaries.
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4.2 WWhatW.ToDo.OI2

In my quest to find an alternative to Porter’s model of the ”five competitive forces” - which

I deemed inappropriate at the beginning of chapter 3 to advance the strategy of online services

or open innovation, I tumbled upon the MCM Business Model Framework developed at the

Institute for Media and Communications (MCM) of the University of St. Gallen detailed in

the ”Overview business models Web 2.0 communities” published by Roman Hogg, Miriam

Meckel, Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva and Robert Martignoni, see figure 4.2. [7]

Figure 4.2: MCM Business Model Framework [7]

The starting point of their framework was the definition of a Business Model by P. Timmers

(1998) as: ”An architecture for the products, services and information flows, including a

description of various business actors and their roles, a description of the potential benefits

for the various business actor, and a description of the sources of revenues.”

The elements in their framework were explained as followed: [7]

1. The social environment component of a business model reflects all outside influences on

the business models, such as the legal and ethical aspects as well as the competitive

situation of the market.

2. The features of the medium express the possibilities for transaction and interaction over

a specific medium.

3. The potential customer covers all aspects of target group and customers as well as the

expected added value.
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4. The value chain reflects the directly involved players necessary for the production and

delivery of the offered product or service and their interrelationships.

5. The specific features of the product express the exact design and the way the service is

experienced by its customers.

6. The financial flows explains the earning logic of the business model and makes it clear

which elements of the value chain contribute from a financial perspective.

7. The flow of good and services identifies all the processes within the company and the

value chain necessary for the creation of the product or service.

This model could convey the loosely coupling of services, whereby the interaction of cus-

tomers on the value chain as ”co-designers” (see [13]), the innovators as contributors to the

value chain, and Web 2.0 as features of a specific medium could be incorporated. Unfortu-

nately this model still lacks the benefit of clarity of Porter’s famous model.

”Open Innovation” is something which can be incorporated in the strategy, whereas the

MCM-model can be elaborated the represent the ”value network”. However Web 2.0 is a bit

too broad to be relevant in a business context. In Enterprise 2.0: The Dawn of Emergent

Collaboration published by the MITSloan Management Review, Andrew McAfee uses the

acronym SLATES to practically categorise six components of Enterprise 2.0 technologies.

[34]

Search: For any information platform to be valuable, users must be able what they are look-

ing for. According to McAfee, intranet page layouts and navigation aids are increasingly

bypassed in favour of keyword searches. Strangely enough, orderly intranets maintained

by professional staff tend to be more difficult to search than the dynamic, uncoordinated

Intranet. McAfee refers to a Forrester survey, in which less than half of the respondents

reported that it was easy for them to find what they were looking for on their intranet.

In sharp contracts, a 2005 study by the Pew Internet & American Life Project found

that 87 percent of Internet searches report having successful search experiences most of

the time.

Links: Search technologies like Google are said to work best when there is a dense link

structure that changes over time and reflects the opinions of many people. However

links on most of today’s intranets are being made by only a relatively small internal

Web development group. McAfee recommends that the intranet is built by a larger

group, rather than a small one.
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Authoring: Blogs let people author individually, whereas wikis enable group authorship.

Content on blogs is cumulative (posts and responses accumulate over time), while wiki’s

content is revised iteratively (people undo and redo each other’s work). According to

wiki inventor Ward Cunningham - as quoted by McAfee - we got to ”stroke the story-

telling nature in all of us” ... so we can elicit knowlege and ideas which would otherwise

remain captive in a bright mind. Another observation is that group authorship can lead

to convergent, high-quality content.

Tags: In the same Forrester survey conducted by M. Morris ”How Do Users Feel About

Technology” in 2005, experienced users also expected a better categorisation of their

internet’s content. One way of ”outsourcing” the work of categorisation is ”tagging”,

whereby web users attached simple, one-work descriptions to content which they con-

sumed. Categorisation systems that emerge from tagging are called a folksonomy (e.g.

deli.icio.us), which is - following McAfee - the opposite of a taxonomy being defined

upfront by an expert. Disadvantage of the folksonomy compared to the taxonomy, is

that they are usually not multi-level, an they can be redundant. Advantage is that they

reflect the information structures and relationships that people actually use. Since you

can see which tags are being used by other employees, patterns and process in knowledge

work are becoming recognisable.

Extensions: Tagging can be taken one step further by automating some of the categorisation,

and by pattern matching. McAfee uses stumbleupon.com as an example of the use of

extensions on the web.

Signals: In order not to become overwhelmed by all available information, the final element

in the SLATES architecture of McAfee is technology to signal users when new content

of interest appear. One implementation is RSS (”Really Simple Syndication”) which

generates short notices every time new content is being added. By selected content

emitting signals, users can simply consult their aggregators, select the appropriate topic,

screen the headlines, and zoom in on content of interest.

Rather than master-minding a controlled ”open innovation” exchange, it is probably better

to build in the above technologies in existing knowledge management, team and project sites,

and provide interfaces to consume or aggregate information from the outside world, or push

information to public sites where open collaboration prevails.

Finally - to show that Web 2.0 reaches further than models into the world of business - a pa-

per of the Deutsche Bank Research, which appeared of E-conomics in 2007, demonstrates the

deli.icio.us
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implications of web 2.0 for financial institutions. [35] They describe the appearance of innova-

tive payment systems - 40 in Germany alone - of which a few such as PayPal, Click&Buy and

Giropay are finding their way into the payment portfolio of e-shops. Moreover, these payment

systems are subject to the network effect, meaning that the more firms and individuals adopt

the given payment system, the more attractive it becomes for other firms and individuals to

join in. A danger for traditional banks - and example from re-mediation - are websites which

transfer elementary banking services to the internet. Another evolution are internet ventures

which match people who need a small loan to others who have extra cash to lend online, thus

consuming part of pie traditionally reserved for the retail banks’ loan business. Examples

given are Zopa in the UK, Prosper in the US, Boober in the Netherlands, Smava in Germany

and Kiva, which specialises in loans to entrepreneurs in developing countries. Stefan Heng,

Thomas Meyer and Antje Stobbe draw the following conclusion:

”Firms may use the Web 2.0 to collect information, to pick up trends and fashions,

and to interact with customers and public. They may reach out in particular to the

young, affluent and tech-savvy users (a demographic segment that is often immune

to traditional marketing campaigns). Firms can also apply Web 2.0 applications

to improve internal communications, as they are great tools for aggregating and

distributing knowledge. These innovative information and communication tech-

nologies demand that corporations respond rapidly, pointedly and appropriately to

relevant topics.”

However they also conclude that Web 2.0 is not a one-way street, and that online com-

munities - by putting financial institutions and other firms under the microscope - multiply

reputational risk. What applies to a well entrenched sector as banking, must certainly hold

for the other service industries.
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4.3 WWWho.WillDrive.OI2

Tela Totius Terrae vincere tenebras but when will

Humanitas step out of the shadow? Back in 2000 -

during the 33rd Hawaii International Conference on

System Sciences - Jacky Swan form the University

of Warwick, Sue Newell from the Nottingham Trent

University and Maxine Robertson from Coventry Uni-

versity already reflected on the Limits of IT-driven

Knowledge Management Initiatives for Interactive In-

novation Processes. [36] They observed that since the

1990 an emphasis on innovation was seen to replace ef-

ficiency and quality as the main source of competitive

advantage for firms. However - according to them - the

literature on innovation which subsequently emerged

varied from structuralist to more process-oriented per-

spectives, thereby under-emphasising the dependency

of innovation on the social and organisational con-

text. Professor Swan and his colleagues hereby draw a parallel with Business Process Re-

engineering, which was also seen as a technique which could simply be inserted into firms by

top management, hereby forgoing the knowledge, skills and commitment of multiple groups

and stakeholders. Alternatively they advocate to: ”Extend the structuralist perspective by ex-

amining those more dynamic cognitive, social and political processes through which new ideas

are developed, communicated, transferred ... identifying ways of facilitating these processes”.

According to this approach, innovation can be re-defined as: ”The development and imple-

mentation of new ideas by people who over time engage in transactions with other people in

an institutional context”. Here they argue - like Jef Staes a bit further on - that firms will

be shifting to flatter, less bureaucratised, more decentralised and networked (even virtual)

organisation with key areas of expertise (such as IT) often being outsourced. In ”Corporate

Information Strategy and Management”, Nohria and Eccles (1992) are quoted as followed: ”If

the old model of organisation was the large, hierarchical organisation, the new model that is

considered characteristic of the New Competition is a network of lateral and horizontal inter-

linkages within and among firms”. [33, Start of Chapter 2] Professor Swan anticipated that:

”Many innovation processes are becoming increasingly interactive, requiring the simultaneous

involvement of multiple ’Communities of Practise’ sometimes on a global scale ... involving

negotiation among different social communities, which may have distinctive norms, cultural
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values and interests in the innovative process”. The English speakers were highly critical of

the idea that Knowledge Management - and Innovation - fully relies on the sophistication of IT

systems: ”There is an increasing hype about the wonders delivered by the newest information

technologies in an era characterised by knowledge as the critical resource for a business activ-

ity”, thereby concluding: ”Successful KM requires a skillful blend of people, business processes

and IT”.

In 2004 this people-driven vision lead Nicholas Carr to publish ”Does IT Matter” by the

Harvard Business School Press, arguing that the strategic importance of IT will decreased over

time, necessitating a new agenda for IT management. This statement generated applause from

the CxO’s - who’s budgets got depleted by failed IT and .com projects and Y2k- and Euro-

conversions - but caused a chill among platform and specialised software vendors making their

living from web portals, operating systems, document management systems, ERP, business

rule and workflow engines, a.o ... During a Partner update in Affligem in January 2008, Xavier

Lamote - Microsoft Director Small and Mid Market, Solutions and Partners in Belgium and

Luxembourg - countered this challenge by positioning his company’s product portfolio inside a

”People Ready Business”, providing the tools to: Develop Relationships, Improve Operations,

Drive Innovation and Build Connections. He acknowledged that the costs of Platform and

System Integration should be gradually reduced and commoditised, thereby increasing the

spend on Business and IT Strategy & Process Consulting, whilst still leading to significant

customer savings (see figure 4.3). To substantiate his claim that ”IT Matters”, he cited from

the study ”Enterprise IT Capabilities and Business Performance” published in 2006 by Marco

Iansitie (Harvard Business School) and George Favaloro (Keystone Strategy) that companies

in the top 25% of IT capability grew revenue 6.8% faster per year than their peers in the

bottom 25% of IT capability, and that firms in the top 25% of IT capability enjoy 23% higher

revenue per employee than their peers in the bottom 25% of IT capability. [37] Also here

another oriental maxim might provide the answer - ”A true man should have ambition that

span the four directions” - seeking the balance within people, process, technology and - last

but not least - the company’s financial sheets. [38]
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We close this chapter with a brief discussion of a recent Flemish publication ”My organisa-

tion is a Jungle” (”Mijn Organisatie is een oerwoud”) of Jef Staes, who blames the undynamic

”2D” management culture for the failure to evolve into innovational and learning organisa-

tions. Whereas continuous improvement has been the consensus model what he calls the past

2D-era, continuous innovation will be more of a conflict model in the future 3D-era. [32, p.

40] New ideas - shaking people, teams and organisation - appearing in the corporate jungle

are compared by Jef Staes to red monkeys. These abnormal red monkeys don’t stand the

slightest chance inside the dense jungle - where they are mostly eliminated by their tradition-

ally brown and black congeners - but they move toward the edge of the forest, which harbours

the greatest bio-diversity. This cutting edge for Jef Staes is open innovation, as change rarely

grows deep inside the organisation, but seeps in from outside. It is therefor of crucial im-

portance - according to Jef Staes - that companies actively stimulate networking between

organisations, suppliers and clients, with the aim of accelerating the pace of innovation. To

further his analogy, he cast the key players as followed: (see figure 4.3)

The Creators are the authentic Red Monkey breeders - forming a minority in the ruling

organisational structures - often living an inconspicuous life away from the centre. Cre-

ators are the window of the organisation on the prevailing chaos in the world, allowing

them to launch new ideas and prototypes out of the corporate box. However they tend

to be incapable of finishing whatever they started, and their proposals demonstrate all

sorts of defect. In a traditional 2D-organisation, these defects alone are sufficient to

Figure 4.3: Microsoft People Ready Business & Platform Value
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Figure 4.4: Red Monkey Politics

shoot and neutralise the threatening Red Monkey.

The Pioneers are no real Red Monkey breeders but rather Red Monkey lovers. There are

open and stimulate confronting Red Monkeys produced by their friends - the Creators

- but realise that the story doesn’t end there. Pioneers also have the capacity to source

funds necessary to grow the Red Monkeys, and to network with other Creators outside

the organisation. A half-finished idea can be further improved by the Pioneer until it

works.

The Followers can’t stand an unfinished idea, and are only prepared to support innovation

when they know what exact purpose it serves, and which benefits they can derive from

it. Initially they show great scepticism, but they can be easily influenced, and turn with

favourable tides.

The Settlers are the true Red Monkey Hunters, launching tactics such as: kill the breeder,

use short-term intelligence, openly support fellow hunters, refuse nourishment to Red
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Monkeys or ignore their existence. They don’t like chance at all, and when they succeed

in getting the Followers on their side, there is nothing anymore which will move inside

the 2D-organisation.

The 2D-manager focused on targets, functions, training and delegation. In the new land-

scape - concludes Jef Staes - the 3D manager will have to acquire the four core competences

of visioning instead of fixing narrow targets, casting people for a job, instead of limiting

them inside their functions, stimulating and supporting people to compose their own learning

path, instead of imposing one-off trainings, and investing in ideas, rather than delegating

execution of what they perceive to be the right and only ideas.



Chapter 5

The Microsoft Case

5.1 Bill Gates versus the ”Hobbyists”

The Microsoft Corporation is an established Amer-

ican multi-national headquartered in Redmond near

Seattle (Washington state), which is also the home of

well known corporation such as Boeing and Starbucks

Coffee, employing 79,000 employees over 102 countries.
1 Its common stock is traded on the NASDAQ Stock

Market under the symbol MSFT, and in 2007 it realised a global annual revenue of USD 51.12

billion (with fiscal year ending in June).[8, p. 6] Main product and services are the Windows

Server operating system, Microsoft Office, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Enterprise Ser-

vices, product support services, Visual Studio, System Centre products, Forefront Security

products, Biz Talk Server, MSDN, and TechNet.[8, p. 9] In terms of revenue, Microsoft’s

faces its fiercest competition in the field of server operating system products. On one hand

computer manufacturers such as Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Sun Micro-systems offer their

own variant of Unix pre-installed on their server hardware. On the other hand virtually all

computer manufacturers offer server hardware which supports the Linux operating system.

Novell and Red Hat are two companies which supply their own version of Linux, most other

Linux distributions - such as Ubuntu - are supported by a community and/or a conglomerate

of smaller enterprises.[8, p. 9]

1See also Fast Facts http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/insidefacts_ms.mspx#EKF

99
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Figure 5.1: Financial Highlights of 2007 [8]

Microsoft’s dominant market position is not only challenged in fair competition, but lately

the organisation also came under heavy fire from governmental regulatory bodies in the United

States and Europe. In February 2008, the European Commission once more sentenced Mi-

crosoft to pay the astronomical amount of 899 million euro, for failure to publicise technical

information, which would allow competitors to integration with Windows as an operating sys-

tem. This is the third European fine in four years time for identical reasons, setting the total

amount invoiced to Microsoft at almost 1.7 billion euro. [De Morgen, 28/02/08] For nearly a

decennium, the public sector has been enforcing the use of Open Source and Standards, on the

grounds that governments can be taken hostage by a software giant such as Microsoft. They

not only fear vendor lock-in, but revelation of sensitive governmental secrets, in case secret

services in the United States would pressurise Microsoft to exploit undocumented loopholes in

their system. This is not a far-fetched as it seems, considering detected industrial espionage in

aviation and nuclear sectors. Another fight takes aim at the relatively unscathed Office range

of products (such as Word, Excel and Powerpoint). Applications such as Open Office come

at no cost, but have not been as successful as initially expected in providing an alternative.

However some regulators seek to advance compliance with open standards to stimulate com-

petition, and to prevent that electronic documents become obsolete when they don’t follow

the vendor’s application release cycle. This is an altogether different discussion compared to

open source, as proprietary applications still retain their value. At stake is the joint definition

of the format and the structure of the document, so it can not only be read by a single, but

by multiple applications of choice. Such a definition would be established by consensus in

dedicated workgroups, such as the World Wide Web Consortium (www.w3.org). As a further

step, some of these standards could certified by bodies like ISO (International Organisation

for Standardisation), so when issuing tenders or enforcing policies, governments are able to

refer to specific norms, which can’t be modified by commercial players. With their newest

www.w3.org
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generation of Office products, Microsoft indeed complies with the XML 1.0 (currently exist-

ing for 10 years, which is an amazing timespan in Information Technology), but additionally

imposes its own OpenXML format, as opposed to ODF (Open Document Format). In essence

XML (Extensible Markup Language) provides no more than basic rules for a skeleton around

plain text, so further extensions (like XML schema’s) to make the data more meaningful. The

Open Document Format (ODF) - also known under its full name ”OASIS Open Document

Format for Office Applications” - has the advantage of being ISO/IEC certified under number

26300. In an attempt to counter this evolution, Microsoft claims that standards cannot keep

pace with market trends - as indeed it can take several years before consensus is reached

after almost abstract discussions - and - since standards end up being common denominator

- certain productive and useful features (like Microsoft Rights Management Services) are not

supported by the open standards. 2 Furthermore Microsoft is increasing the value of its Office

products, by offering tight integration with back-office systems (such as Duet to integrate with

SAP, and OBA - Office Business Applications - which are a set of service oriented integration

patterns), intra- en extranet portals (Microsoft Office SharePoint Server) and Internet Ser-

vices (such as the http://workspace.officelive.com which went into beta recently). In

addition I see three other major challenges faced by Microsoft: How to keep his .NET run-

time (akin to the Java Virtual Machine) tied into the Microsoft platform (which guarantees

the revenue for the company), whether developing nations will be prepared to pay software

licenses and trust Microsoft products (software piracy in the Far East tiger economies and

People’s Republic of China putting its fate in American software) and negative perception

prevailing at academic institutions (for which the Academy programs were launched). Albeit

it is fair to state that marketing departments, lawyers and lobbyists in Microsoft have become

as prominent as the Product teams themselves.

Apart from Steven Ballmer (Chief Executive Officer), one of the biggest icons on the Board

of Director remains William (Bill) H. Gates, who - after dropping out of Harvard University -

founded Microsoft in 1975 with his childhood friend Paul Allen. 3 The best way - in my own

opinion - to understand Microsoft’s standpoint on Research and Open Source throughout its

existence to date, is to interpret Bill Gates’ An Open Letter to Hobbyists” which was published

in 1976. In this open letter, Bill Gates reasons that unauthorised copying discourages software

manufacturers from channelling funds into creating quality software. He cited the unfairness

of gaining the benefits of software authors’ time, effort, and capital, without paying that

author anything. [11] At a later stage of the companies existence - to remain consistent with

2My notes from a meeting with Stephen McGibbon.
3www.microsoft.com/presspass/exec/billg/bio.mspx

http://workspace.officelive.com
www.microsoft.com/presspass/exec/billg/bio.mspx
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this strategy - Microsoft Research was established as a clear indicator that available capital

was being reinvested. The original of this letter can be found on www.digibarn.com on-line

”Computer Museum”. 4 Also of interest is a Wikipedia discussion on Bill Gates’ copyright

on the letter. 5

Figure 5.2: Excerpt from Bill Gates’ ”Letter to the Hobbyists”

Bill Gates’ examples of ”Collaborative Innovation” (even though he did not use this ter-

minology) aided by information technology tend to be very practical in nature. In ”Business

at the Speed of Thought” (published in 1999 in 25 languages and available in more than 60

countries), he discussed the product development process at Nabisco (originally known as

the ”National Biscuit Company), which produces snack food brands popular in the United

States (the company is now a subsidiary of Kraft). [39] Historically, about a third of Nabisco’s

new products became a hit, a third broke even, and another third underperformed. Many

ideas leading to baking together the one blockbuster are founded in market research, activities

of the competition and developments in food science. Often good ideas popped up, but it

was unclear were they could be applied. In the end Nabisco was able to improve its recipe

and refinement process by the use of (Microsoft) technology. Instead of a sequential process

to report quality issues, experts now collaborate across the supply chain on issues such as

”oven temperatures”, ”ingredients” and ”packaging”. The result is that new products are

launched and problems are solved in a matter of days, instead of weeks or months lost to the

competition.

4www.digibarn.com/collections/newsletters/homebrew/V2_01/homebrew_V2_01_p2.jpg
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Open_Letter_to_Hobbyists

www.digibarn.com
www.digibarn.com/collections/newsletters/homebrew/V2_01/homebrew_V2_01_p2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Open_Letter_to_Hobbyists
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Many contest that Microsoft is an innovative company, but at least Steven Ballmer and

Bill Gates himself see themselves igniting a A New Era of Innovation and Change, as can be

read in the Annual Report as a statement to their investors: [8, p. 5]

Microsoft was founded with the dream of putting a computer on every desk and

in every home, and for more than 30 years our software has played a vital role in

the positive cycle of innovation and progress that has given rise to incredible new

ways to communicate, share ideas, manage our businesses, and much more. Its

amazing to look back and see how much progress we have made in the past three

decades. But its even more inspiring to look ahead and imagine a world where that

dream embraces every country in every part of the globe, empowering billions more

people to participate in the knowledge economy. As this happens, new ideas will

emerge, new businesses will be launched, and important new advances will be made

in science and medicine. The result will be a wave of new innovations that will

continue to make our lives richer, more productive and more fulfilling. Because

software is the foundation for the profound changes that lie ahead, Microsoft is in

an ideal position to take advantage of the incredible opportunities that lie before

us.

Not all money flows back to innovation pertaining to Information Technology, as Bill Gates

is investing a substantial part of his own fortune in the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

(www.gatesfoundation.org) with its own Global Health Program. John Wood - another

executive - left his job at Microsoft to create ”Room to Read”, an organisation that has

created a network of over 5,500 schools and libraries, to supply books to rural and poor

communities in Asia and Africa (www.leavingmicrosoftbook.com).

5.2 Innovation spurring Technological Discontinuity

In two decennia - between 1975 and 1995 - Microsoft firmly consolidated its leadership posi-

tion in the market for Personal Computer Operating Systems, which evolved from command-

line driven to graphical user interfaces. With the release of Windows 3.11 for Workgroups

in 1992, Microsoft also successfully picked up on a trend for peer-to-peer networking, set in

motion my Macintosh AppleTalk. This made LANs (Local Area Networks) for database, file

and printer-sharing affordable to the home-user and small businesses, as opposed to medium

to large business, who had the capital to invest in Unix, mainframe and Novell Servers. Anno

1995, the Word and Excel software packages had effectively defeated WordPerfect and Lotus

www.gatesfoundation.org
www.leavingmicrosoftbook.com
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1-2-3, and products such as Schedule (now Outlook), Access, Project, a.o ... were added the

Office range. Additional software titles such as Money and Encarta were released, and Mi-

crosoft ventured deeper into the application developments space by adding Visual FoxPro and

C++ to its know Basic programming.[40] Slowly Microsoft prepared for venturing into the

Enterprise segment for business critical applications and platforms, and - so long Microsoft

appeared in full control - this history would be of little interest to this research. However since

then two major discontinuities have obliged Microsoft to reconsider its corporate strategy, and

both bear relevance to the subject of this thesis.

The first discontinuity appeared with the unexpected rise of the globalisation of the ”web”.

The first internet was a decentralised network called ARPANET, created by the U.S. De-

partment of Defence in 1969 to support communication in the event of a nuclear attack.

Over twenty years, other - mainly academic - networks, such as BITNET, Usenet, UUCP

and NSFnet joined the network, and - apart from requesting interlinked hypertexts - services

were extended to FTP for file downloads, Gopher for Search & Retrieval, IRC (Internet Re-

lay Chat) and Usenet for newsgroups.[40] Soon so-called ISPs (Internet Service Providers) -

such as AoL (America on Line) and Compuserve - enabled their members to dial-in with a

modem, and soon the gateways to the internet - i.e. the conglomerate of above cited networks

- which they provided, became vastly more popular than their own proprietary networks. At

first this (r)evolution completely escaped the attention of Microsoft. Documents published

in hypertext (HTML or Hypertext Markup Language) needed to be parsed in a web browser

to become intelligible. In the prelude of what going to become known as the ”browser war”,

Netscape Navigator settled itself comfortably in this niche. [11] Eager not to miss the in-

ternet wave, Microsoft rallied its troops to release its own web-browser - Internet Explorer

version 1.0 - in October 1995. [40] Together the internet - for some - the dream of the ”dumb

terminal” running a ”thin client” was re-animated. One of the lost advantages of antiquated

mainframe terminals is that no or little hard- and software maintenance is required on geo-

graphically distributed workstations, as all software is released and runs on the server. The

”rich clients” - were all applications except the database and other server components run

on the workstation - provide a much better ”User Experience”, but they gradually became

the System Administrator’s worst nightmare, as the User was empowered to install whatever

additional software he/she fancied, and version incompatibilities of different applications run-

ning on a variety of workstations started to slow down productivity. There is little need for

me to cite any external sources here, as I witnessed this period first-hand in charge of my

own small software company between 1992 and 1999. For Microsoft, the idea of the ”dumb
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terminal” - Sun’s paradigm ”The network is the Computer” - posed a significant threat, as

the workstation would only require a boot loader and a browser, so no more multi-featured

operating system. Also PC manufacturers and computer chip manufacturer Intel - Microsoft’s

hardware ally - had serious cause for worry. The menace never materialised, because the user

community had already become accustomed to functionally and visually rich applications,

which - especially in the early days of internet technology - were extremely difficult and cum-

bersome to mimic. Most add-ons to internet technology - like browser/client-side javascript

and java applets - can be interpreted as attempts to reach a comparable level of functionality

offered by ”rich” applications, loaded and executed on the user’s computer. Meanwhile all of

us as unpredictable users have grown used to both windows and web applications, the latter

creating its own dynamism with information and search portals, multi-media experience, on-

line communities and windows-like behaviour supported by AJAX (see www.asp.net/ajax

for Microsoft’s implementation of AJAX technology). It is this dynamism, which we coined

in chapter 2 section 3 as ”Web 2.0”. What is also often considered to be a part of Web 2.0,

is the enabling of Service Oriented Integration of Applications across the internet, by lever-

aging technologies such as SOAP/XML and REST (Representational State Transfer). [6] An

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is: ”A set of self-contained services that communicate

with each other to create a working software application. [3] SOA-architectures are especially

being considered as an alternative to integrate windows or web clients with business applica-

tion servers. However some web platforms - called mash-ups - allow consumers to compose

their own application out of inter-connectible building blocks, which are often based on Web

Services. In section 5 of this chapter, we will discuss Popfly, which is Microsoft’s new plat-

form for mash-up, and a project of Steven Wilssens, whom I interviewed in section 6. With

new paradigms such as ”S+S” (Software plus Services, see Microsoft Architect Journal of

October 2007) 6, the leap into the media landscape with ww.msn.com and products such as

the new Silverlight web browser plug-ins (counterpart of Flash Mediaplayer to enable rich

interactive applications for the Web, see http://silverlight.net), it is fair to conclude

that Microsoft turned the discontinuity into a opportunity, and is trying to secure is position

in the enterprise and business-to-consumer market segment of Web 2.0. Meanwhile attempts

like ”Trustworthy Computing” are being made to resolved the increased security risk caused

by exposing computers to the internet 7 and pains of desktop maintenance (see discussion

on ”Thin Clients” earlier this paragraph) are being smoothened with initiatives such as the

Dynamics Systems Initiative 8 and ClickOnce Deployment of .NET Windows applications.

6http://msdn2.microsoft.com/nl-be/architecture/bb906058(en-us).aspx
7https://www.microsoft.com/mscorp/twc
8DSI see http://www.microsoft.com/business/dsi

www.asp.net/ajax
ww.msn.com
http://silverlight.net
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/nl-be/architecture/bb906058(en-us).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/mscorp/twc
http://www.microsoft.com/business/dsi
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Whereas the first discontinuity was related to the internet (web 2.0 being subject of this

research), the second one I would like to distinguish is Open Source development. Based on

Vignette number two described in the first chapter on the ”Eclipse Open Innovation Network”,

we can argue that Open Source and Open Innovation are in many facets both intertwined.

Open Source software provides free access to its program code, and allows users to modify

the program code to make improvements or fix errors. [3, G9] Open software is often released

under on Open Source License (such as www.opensource.org/licenses) to ensure to no-

one can claim sole ownership over the base-code. Here I would like to argue that is not

so much the adoption of Open Source Software itself which provided the main challenge to

established software corporations, nor loss in license revenues, as software such as the Apache

web-server, the MySQL database, the PHP dynamic web page computer scripting language

are mainly used in environments were budgets for any expense are restricted anyway. What

I - probably along with many developers, companies and institutions - most appreciated,

was system and application developer and user empowerment (becoming independent from

the whims of commercial organisations), transparency (all system catches are immediately

documented or remedied) and immediate community support (software support services that

time either being prohibitively expensive, or worthless). The ascent of Open Source Software

- which had existed on a more limited scale long before - co-incided more or less with the

first release of the .NET framework in 2002. Initially Bill Gates himself portrayed .NET as a

broad set of services, servers and applications for connecting information, people, systems and

devices. [41] In the following year, the .NET as an all-compassing concept was scaled down

to more pragmatic proportions. At first sight, .NET was predominantly Microsoft’s assault

on Java’s dominance in the Enterprise segment (were surplus cash can be found). However -

together with the establishment of prescriptive architectures - it was also a genuine endeavour

to upgrade the quality and value of the entire platform stack (by now almost all Microsoft’s

own products are .NET re-engineered). In the following table I have tried to illustrate how

.NET and Java are akin to each other as proven application architectures.

Classes and Interfaces in source code files - written in Java, C#, VB.net or others - are

compiled - with tools such as Javac for Java or MSBuild for .NET - into an Intermediate Lan-

guage, such as MSIL for .NET and Java bytecode. Everything above ”Intermediate Language”

in the diagram is only needed on development machines. The run-time, such as the .NET CLR

or the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) further compiles (JIT or Just In Time) the Intermediate

Language, so it can be loaded on a variety of computer platforms. Main difference is that

Java is one language which runs on top of multiple platforms, whereas Microsoft compiles

multiple languages to run on Windows. This comparison is a generalisation in many respects.

www.opensource.org/licenses
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between .NET and Java client, server and development Stack

First of all Java is not effectively owned by a single company, whereas .NET is property of

Microsoft. Secondly - albeit still on a small scale - CLRs (Common Language Runtime) are

under development to run .NET on top of Unix, Solaris, Mac OS X and Unix, such as Mono

(www.mono-project.com) and Rotor. 9. So many tools and frameworks are being combined

with the automation for testing, build and deployment, that it is no longer feasible or too error-

prone to develop in a text editor - and fire up command-line tools - but that IDEs (Integrated

Development Environments) such as Visual Studio, Eclipse or (IBM) Websphere are needed

for most common developers to remain productive. To further enable development across

9http://research.microsoft.com/collaboration/university/europe/RFP/rotor

www.mono-project.com
http://research.microsoft.com/collaboration/university/europe/RFP/rotor
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distributed and offshore teams, to enforce process & controls and to additionally manage on

software quality metrics, new suites of tools (indicated by the orange bar) are released or im-

proved as a layer above of the IDE, to cater for full Application Lifecycle Management, such as

Microsoft Visual Studio Team System (http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/teamsystem),

(IBM) Rational (www.ibm.com/software/rational) and Merant (currently bought by Ser-

ena, see http://www.serena.com/products/alm)

My aim was to demonstrate that software tool vendors are seeking new niches, were their

products can add distinguishable value - such as the IDE, or in some cases moving up to the

”Collaborative Development” suites - whereas the Source and in some cases the Run-time

becomes the terrain of global software development communities. Microsoft even decided to

host www.codeplex.com as its own Open Source Project Community, assuming that .NET

Developers will de facto select their toolset. Open source is equally challenging Java, were

J2EE 1.4 is diverging in Java EE 5 dominated by Sun, the Open SOA (www.OSOA.org)

Collaboration, which wants to define a more language-neutral programming model for SOA,

and initiatives such as Eclipse, Spring Hibernate a.o ... from the Open Source world. 10 Open

source no longer is a lifestyle, but a fact of life in all environments, even though the degree of

”purism” can still vary. The .NET and Java run-times are de facto proprietary (even though

part of the JVM have been open-sourced), but the current domain is conducive for smaller

players in the software industry to externally share ideas and release innovative products.

Earlier I also referred to ”transparency” as a demand from consumers, meaning full insight

in how the software foundation has been architected and coded. Especially at the dawn of the

new millennium, after passing Y2K-compliance and increasing number of security intrusions,

many governments were requesting quality and security audits, while Microsoft Windows

(and .NET) essentially remained a black box. Interested in how Microsoft would respond to

this real concern, I attended a ”Business Value Partner Seminar” held at Schiphol in 2003

organised by Raul F. Presch (then Manager Software Strategy of Microsoft B.V.). He quoted

from Donald Rosenberg that: ”The public is confused about the actual meaning of Open Source

software, and the only common definition seems to be that the term means source inspectable

software, with varying degrees of freedom beyond that.”. [42, p. 23] Based on this assumption,

Microsoft established the Shared Source Program to meet the demand from enterprise and

governmental customers willing to devote knowledgeable resources to the inspection of the

10David Chappel’s slides ”Comparing .NET and Java - the view from 2007” from SOA Conference on 28th
March 2007 available upon request.

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/teamsystem
www.ibm.com/software/rational
http://www.serena.com/products/alm
www.codeplex.com
www.OSOA.org
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code. 11 Another part of his presentation focused around ROI, and the question whether IT,

Open Source or New Technologies should be a means to an end or a finality by themselves.

Thereby he stated that:

• Microsofts Business model was based on Intellectual Property and Innovative Capacity

• Innovation required substantial investment, a long term vision, and perseverance.

• Commercial organisations should be able to see return on their own R&D investments.

• Intellectual Property is the cornerstone of the commercial software industry.

All four statements seem to be fully in line with Bill Gates’ Letter to the Hobbyists quoted

earlier. Taken at first sight, they seem to be contradictory to the ideas of ”Open Innovation”,

however Henry Chesbrough states that We should profit from others’ use of our IP, and we

should buy others’ IP whenever it advances our own business model. [4] Indeed during the

interview Steven Wilssens reiterated that the debate pertaining to Intellectual Property was

a bigger inhibitor of ”Open Innovation” compared to the act of sharing sources. One of the

current business models chosen by Microsoft, is to integrate innovations - not necessarily their

own - to aim for stronger security and lower Total Cost of Ownership.

Figure 5.4: Microsoft Integrated Innovation as presented by Raul F. Presch

11www.microsoft.com/resources/sharedsource

www.microsoft.com/resources/sharedsource
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5.3 MSR - Microsoft Research

Microsoft Research (MSR) was established in 1991 to conduct basic and applied research in

computer science and software engineering. http://research.microsoft.com At present its

labs in Bangalore, Beijing, Cambridge, New England, Redmond and Silicon Valley are active

in the following research areas:

• Algorithms and Theory

• Hardware Development

• Human-Computer Interaction

• Machine Learning, Adaptation, and Intelligence

• Multimedia and Graphics

• Search, Retrieval, and Knowledge Management

• Security and Cryptography

• Social Computing

• Software Development

• Systems, Architectures, Mobility, and Networking

During my second time in Redmond in February 2006 for the .NET Architect Conference

at Microsoft EBC (Executive Briefing Center), representatives of MSR showed some of the

ideas under development - especially speech recognition and touch-sensitive screens sprang to

mind - and explained the MSR business model. Obviously MSR is Microsoft’s main showcase

for re-investing its huge capital in innovation, however most of technology under investigation

bears no immediately relevance to the existing Microsoft product stack. Instead when an

idea is ready to go to market, the idea is either spun off into a new venture, or passed on the

Product Teams. So far ideas which reached maturity are limited, but the spirit alive among

the researchers, is that only a single major idea - like Edison’s light bulb - suffices to change

the course of history forever.

http://research.microsoft.com
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5.4 Mind-sharing with Steven Wilssens

Steven Wilssens is a former Belgian employee and

MVP (Microsoft Valued Professional), who made a

career-move to Redmond, and was responsible for

the Popfly back-end and Explorer. 12 Currently he

is working on the further Web-2.0-isation of MSDN,

code.msdn.com and community integration efforts in-

side Visual Studio 10. 13 His blog is located at:

http://steven.wilssens.net. We got connected

through Luc Van de Velde (from the Microsoft En-

terprise Partner Group) - whom I told about my VUB

master thesis - so I was able to meet Steven in Gent

on Thursday 13th March 2008 after one of his sessions

during Microsoft’s ”Heroes Happen Here” Launch of

Visual Studio, SQL and Windows Server 2008, and

one week later during lunch on Thursday 20th March 2008 at the Redmond Campus, and

after the ALM (Application Lifecycle Management) airlift in Bellevue. Below Questions &

Answers have been clustered around three themes.

Question: What is Microsoft’s bet on Web 2.0 and what is at stake with Popfly? Is

there room to re-invent the web 2.0 space?

Answer: Initially there was no drive for Microsoft to divest in Web 2.0, because

the phenomenon was still shaping itself, as it is still doing today. As oc-

curred many times in past, we witness creative ideas boiling over from the

consumer into the enterprise arena, without corporate R&D departments

having thought of the problem, let alone the solution.

12Popfly is a channel - currently in public beta - to build and share mash-ups, gadgets, and Web pages. It
consist made up of on-line visual tools for building Web pages and mash-ups and a social network where you
can host, share, rate, comment and even remix creations from other Popfly users. It is complemented by the
Popfly Explorer, which is an add-on component for Microsoft Visual Studio that enables developers to create
and share Visual Studio projects on the Popfly Space network. See www.popfly.com/Overview.

13Initially, MSDN (acronym for the Microsoft Developer Network) used to be a software subscription and
knowledge base on CD-ROM for developers. [40] Today it has grown into a knowledge portal (http://msdn2.
microsoft.com) with personalised content and feeds on all development product areas. It now incorporates
the on-line knowledge base, and include forums, blogs, chats, links to ”Channel 9” technology podcasts and
”Ramp-up” training resources. Also local Microsoft Community Leaders leverage this platform - with their
newsletters - to stay in touch with the .NET crowd.

code.msdn.com
http://steven.wilssens.net
www.popfly.com/Overview
http://msdn2.microsoft.com
http://msdn2.microsoft.com
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... A practical example which I can immediately think of, is the growth and

usage of T-SQL. Originally it was supposed to simply enable Managers

at Microsoft to construct their own reports, now it is at the core of the

Microsoft SQL Server product, being used by corporations world-wide

as their relational database platform of choice. As for Popfly, we simply

tried to showcase that .NET technology fits neatly within a Web 2.0

context. And as with many other Web 2.0 technologies, users will either

go for it ... or drop it. On the other hand - as you probably experienced

yourself - MSDN already fully embraced the collaborative power of Web

2.0. Features like tagging are already firmly embedded -in http://code.

msdn.microsoft.com, but it is true that should continuously improve,

like making it more natural to tag content as you read, or to quickly list

how you are being tagged yourself.

Figure 5.5: Web 2.0 Characteristics Map [9]

http://code.msdn.microsoft.com
http://code.msdn.microsoft.com
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Question: Will this evolution have any impact on Microsoft’s enterprise products,

such as SharePoint Portal Server? Will Microsoft have to re-invent its

entire platform strategy?

Answer: Basically you can balance toward two edges to web 2.0, and with our

technology we are trying to position ourselves at the Enterprise Edge.

At the other end of the spectrum we see indeed a lot of open source

technologies taking hold, with dissimilar requirements in terms of secu-

rity, reliability and responsibility. In addition products - like Sharepoint

- were built with back-end integration in mind, and other evolving prod-

ucts such as Microsoft BizTalk Server are able to provide a backbone of

services for Web 2.0 applications.

Question: Is Open Innovation already happening, feasible or a distant dream? How

does Microsoft support innovation and networking and how do creative

individuals network within/outside Microsoft?

Answer: Open exchange of ideas as such is not an issue, Microsoft already suc-

ceeded in creating a partner eco-system, and it is relatively easy to enter

this community, especially when you got novel ideas to contribute. The

biggest challenge I see is the preservation of Intellectual Property rights.

When you spent time on something, and you won’t see any money out of

it, even when used by third parties, you can’t justify the expense or even

survive, unless you are not happy with the way the modern economy and

free market are currently functioning. From its side, Microsoft is well

aware that it needs to review - and in certain cases simplify - its license

policies, but can’t be achieved overnight, unless you are willing to put the

company and its employees in danger. All this can gradually evolve, as

long as innovation and networking remain be in the genes of every single

Microsoft employee. Twice a year we organise a ”Think Week” when

new ideas can be launched, and senior executives are duty-bound to put

all other work down to review the proposals. Also Microsoft Research

is not such the sterile environment you would think it to be, PEX (Pro-

gram EXploration) is an example of Automated Exploratory Testing,

that might eventually finds it way in the Visual Studio suite.
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Figure 5.6: Consumer vs. Enterprise Edges [9]

5.5 Microsoft Innovation as Differentiator?

At first when I probed Luc Van de Velde from Microsoft on the company’s vision on

innovation, his immediate reaction was to counter what ”innovation” meant to myself and

the VUB. Research at universities - according to him - served another purpose as ”applied”

innovation within a professional organisations, where focus lies on adding value to existing

product lines, or launching new products in a near future which have a substantial potential to

generate revenue to the stakeholders, i.e. investors, executives, employees and the innovators

themselves. In addition Microsoft underwrites the idea that building a better business model

is better than getting to the market first, with is in tune with Henry Chesbrough’s principles

of ”Open Innovation”. [4, p. xxvi]

Nevertheless Microsoft makes conscious efforts to stimulate and benefit from innovation,

internally as well as externally. Visionaries are encouraged to bring their ideas in the open as

part of their daily activities, but on an regular basis, all employees are able to participate in

Think Weeks, which got a lot in common with IBM’s ThinkPlace. [12, p. 629] A fraction of the

workforce is truly dedicated to applied and even fundamental research inside MSR (Microsoft

Research). Some inventions never exceed the drawing board, others either find their way to

the Product and Feature Teams, or - when not in line with Microsoft focus - potential products

or services are spun off to new companies, some in which Microsoft keeps a share of interest.

With initiatives such as the ”Imagine Cup” (http://imaginecup.com), Microsoft is seeking

http://imaginecup.com
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to encourage young or pre-graduates to unleash their imagination, their passion and their cre-

ativity to technology innovations. The more stable external network consists out of partners,

who decided to join Microsoft’s Partner Program (https://partner.microsoft.com), some

of which offer their own products, which are complementary to Microsoft’s portfolio. There

is no point in being naive, as Microsoft might decide to buy your company, or enter in direct

competition at some stage. In such case innovators - individuals or companies - should be

prepared to negotiate a good price, or figure out a business model in which they can generate

the bulk of their profits in the first wave, when Microsoft still supports and promotes them.

Several large organisation - such as Atos Orgin were I work for now, or Capgemini were I

used to work for - have the size for not having to bet on Microsoft alone, but they maintain

other partnerships with Microsoft’s competitors, so ecosystems invariably remain interlaced.

The ”Channelbuilder” is another initiative to induce co-operation between partners. At the

time of writing, this channel contained 25.740 solutions (958 new) and 2.093 opportunities

(38 new) world-wide. 14 This is not a dedicated ”Open Innovation Exchange” but it certainly

could be an incubator of alliances, which advance ideas into commercial offerings.

Figure 5.7: Submission of Microsoft Partner Opportunities

14Access for Registered Partners only: https://channelbuilder.partners.extranet.microsoft.com

https://partner.microsoft.com
https://channelbuilder.partners.extranet.microsoft.com
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Evidently Microsoft is not prepared to part with its software at no cost, as it sees this

intellectual property as the company’s most critical and profitable asset. As such this ideas is

not strange to western society, as the philosopher John Locke already argued in ”Two Treatises

of Government” published in 1689: ”Property is a natural right and it is derived from labour”

(in the case of Microsoft intellectual labour), which even ”precedes government” (Chapter V

and IX). These ideas from John Locke strongly influenced the ideas of the U.S. Constitution,

[10] so it should come at no surprise that Microsoft - being an American multi-national -

questions the imperative of ”free software” (free as being no-one’s intellectual property).

Instead of a plain pro-or-contra Open/Closed Source/Innovation, the debate is crystallised

around four issues:

1. How to protect the software’s IP (Intellectual Property Right) depending

on the scheme opted for by the originator of the idea? This will be very

hard to capture in legal texts and global treaties, but it is in fact nothing more than

further consolidation of the mixed situation. Lawyers, government bodies and industrial

federations should created clarity in what to do in case open sources are used in a

proprietary product, or when unauthorised release of proprietary code as part of an

open source product. When governments allow this freedom of choice, what can be

done to enforce or arbitrate contracts?

2. Everyone likes their own standard to be the open one. In certain cases Mi-

crosoft voluntary accepted or advanced open standards, such as XML or SOAP/XML.

In other cases - such as the ”OpenXML versus ODF debate” it choses to adhere to its

own standards. In this particular case, I have participated in a discussion, during which

Stephen McGibbon lobbied on behalf of Microsoft, saying this is in fact no different

that consumers preferring iTunes, and that OpenXML might eventually win approval

as an ISO/IEC Standard (http://Notes2self.net). So in standardisation bodies such

as www.w3.org, it is inevitable that three groups will meet in the arena: Corporations

trying to preserve their market advantage, industries with short-term pressing problems,

and visionaries who like to reflect on the long-term, thereby engaging once-in-a-while in

discussions on topics of no practical interest to anyone.

3. Compatibility or interoperability? It seems that Microsoft seems to be fine with

any evolution, as long as it ties it with their Operating System platforms, which has been

their basis of financial success since the introduction of MS-DOS in 1980 and Windows

in 1985. [40] In that respect, they do not seem to be that keen on .NET application

http://Notes2self.net
www.w3.org
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running on non-Windows platforms, but - accepting that computer systems need to be

opened up to the world - see more salvation in heterogeneous systems interconnecting

through Service Oriented Architectures.

4. Does ”source inspectable” software implies ”open source” licensing? Mi-

crosoft’s responded in this regard with its Shared Source Program, but it can be argued

that the number of code reviewers is too low, considering the cumbersome process to gain

access to the source code. Also some of the APIs (Application Programmer Interfaces)

are publicly not well documented enough, for which Microsoft has been reprimanded

several times the European Commission.

Typical Web 2.0 features - such as portal personalisation, fora and blogs - have been grad-

ually added to enrich conventional platforms in a natural course. So it is obviously not

as if somebody suddenly decided at one point: ”Let’s implement Web 2.0”. Web 2.0 can

be a useful term to denominate internet features which go beyond plain hypertexting and

web-enabling of applications, but its usefulness as an ”abstract class” ends there. A por-

tals like www.codeplex.com already contains 4,210 ”open .NET source” projects , but this

is still relatively little compared to a repository such as http://sourceforge.net contain-

ing 173.885 projects (both counts as per 6th April 2008). Both www.codeplex.com and

http://code.msdn.microsoft.com apply tags, as does http://sourceforge.net. In its

portals to support major events such as TechDays (national level), TechEd (continental level),

Partner Conference (worldwide), Microsoft also started to incorporate blogging, discussion

and networking features, in addition to tools for sessions, agenda and e-mail. One Microsoft

Office trend which - in my opinion - goes against the networking evolution, is that content is

pulled inside applications - such as RSS-readers for Outlook - with the effect that consumers

will certainly bother no more about tagging and evaluation the content for the public’s good.

In sharp contrast, newsreaders such as www.rojo.com allow you to see make a selection of

what other people are reading, depending on how each one individually earmarked news items.

However it is not wholly unimaginable that Outlook might interface with tagging services in

future, and this will increase the value of the Client product. Last but not least Microsoft

is seeking to differentiate in the Web 2.0 by playing on two themes, i.e. products to provide

services in the web 2.0 world and positioning itself at the ”enterprise” edge of the spectrum,

were large corporations are prepared to pay and make choices, in return for reliable, scalable

and secure services (in terms of ”web” services, as well as ”after sales” service).

www.codeplex.com
http://sourceforge.net
www.codeplex.com
http://code.msdn.microsoft.com
http://sourceforge.net
www.rojo.com
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To conclude this chapter, we can state that discontinuities, such as the advent of the internet

and open source technologies, have forced major industry players - such as Microsoft - to re-

invent their strategies, to the benefit of the user community. This is true in the consumer

as well as the developer space, but Microsoft Windows platform seems to be lagging, as

it essentially remains a black box. On one hand the IT industry is not yet doing so well in

delivering value to its customers (see www.gartner.com press release in 2003: ”Estimated two

thirds of IT investments fail to achieve intended result”). On the other hand is a good pupil

when it comes to innovation, willingness to change, open discussion and technology adoption,

and as such could perhaps serve as an example in industry, government and medical sectors.

Different models should be able to exist next to each other, and the fight against industry

monopolies and defense of fair competition is therefor justifiable.

Figure 5.8: Microsoft Open Innovation model, inspired by Henry Chesbrough[4, p. 44]

www.gartner.com


Chapter 6

Open Conclusions

Twenty-four percent of business decision makers look at innovation as the single factor

contributing to the accelerating pace of change in the golobal business environment today -

McKinsey 2007 - yet few effectively inscribe this on the top of their corporate agenda. At

the onset of this master thesis, it was pointed out that, whereas the objective of innovation

- i.e. to gain advantage over our environment and our competitors - remains unaltered, the

process of innovation itself is incessantly being re-invented. In addition, Johnny Chung Lee -

as an individual - and Eclipse - as a network - were brought forward as two examples seeking

to openly share their new ideas with the world-wide-web. To both of them, openness and

meritocracy are seen as accelerators of innovation, which is creativity taken one step further by

putting these ideas into practice. Henry Chesbrough branded this concept ”open innovation”

and argued that mainstream businesses could profit as well: ”Valuable ideas can come from

inside or outside the company, and can go to market from inside or outside the company

as well”. For Mikko Ahonen, Mass Customisation and Consumer Co-design are practical

extensions of Open Innovation, involving and binding Consumers early in the Value Chain.

Following Porter’s traditional view, this Value Chain is represented as a single entity, under

attack from the ”five competitive forces”, i.e. powerful suppliers & clients, intra-industry

rivals, providers of substitute products & services and new entrants in the market. On the

road to a Value Network - which can support online services and open innovation - we call

to dump this model in favour of instruments like the MCM-model of the University of St.

Gallen, which takes into account: The social environment, features of the medium, potential

customers, the value chain (as a result of the synergies, and not as an isolated entity to be

protected), specific features of the product, financial flows and flows of good and services.

119
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Nowadays when we think of a network, we quickly make the connection with the world-

wide-web, and especially the so called advent of ”Web 2.0”. Tim O’Reilly launched this term

- eventually turning into a buzzword - in an attempt to frame novel aspects of internet as a

social web: Harnessing the collective intelligence, data becoming the next intel inside, the end

of the software release cycle, the introduction of lightweight programming models, software

transcending the level of a single device and appearance of richt user experiences - also and

especially in the brower. Andrew McAfee is a bit more sceptical about Web 2.0 spilling over

from the consumer - or rather ”community” - space into the Enterprise, instead seeing merit

in the effectuation of knowledge - and as such productivity - enhancing features in support

of: Search, Links, Authoring, Tags, Extensions and Signals (forging the acronym SLATES).

Rather than master-minding a controlled ”open innovation” exchange, it is claimed to be

more effective to embed the above feature in existing knowledge management systems, team

and project sites, and let the community gradually grow this environment, as opposed to

confining the responsability to a limited technical team of supposed intranet experts. In my

own opinion, additional interfaces should be provided to consume or aggregate information

from the outside world, or push information to public sites where open collaboration prevails.

These new ways of working present clear risks, increasing the public ”attack surface” of any

organisation. Every company has to assess if it is willing to accept these risks, or deprive

their employees from the ”collective intelligence”. A suggested approach to mitigate this

risk, is to define an overall communication policy, regardless of the platform: How to handle

business data, what constitutes a business recored, setting guidelines for appropriate use of

corporate resources (both internal and external to the company), educating employees on an

ongoing basis about what kind of information should be kept, what kinds of legal or regulatory

developments are relevant, what constitutes copyright infringements, plagiarism, defamation,

and teaching employees to respect the company’s proprietary information and confidentiality,

co-workers, business partners and the company itself.

Although Microsoft from its instauration has always been wary - see Bill Gates’ ”Letter to

the hobbyists” - of any movement trying to disentangle intellectual ownership from usufruct,

it fully underwrites (internal) collaborative innovation, and carefully ventures in Open Source

(Codeplex) and Web 2.0 (Popfly and MSDN). Under pressure but still being an industrial

player with substantial bargaining and financial power, it has broken in the discussion on

open standards and intellectual property, has seen an opportunity in service oriented archi-

tectures to push interopability as opposed to cross-platform compatibility and made their

sources inspectable to counteract allegations that they feared transparency. Apart from a few
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sensative sectors, most industries have abondoned ”totally obscured and secret innovation”

and now tolerate or stimulate some degree of collaborative innovation, while investing in part-

ner eco-systems. Both traditional and cutting-edge will hopefully venture out and find each

other in the Innovation 2.0 space, but it is unlikely that all their corporate knowledge and

collaboration networks will go public, and that all unilateral partnerships will be substituted

with network contacts ”in the cloud”.

Hower the main outcome of this study, is reconfirmation that people stand at the center

of the innovative enterprise. To get the most out of people, the middle-manager has to be

tuned from 2- to 3D, able to formulate a realistic vision, to cast the right people, stimulating

and supporting them to compose their own learning path, and learning him or herself to

invest and belief in promising ideas. Top management can help by providing the knowledge

and collaborative foundation and articulating the overall strategy to realise the enterprise’s

vision. Nevertheless instruments will have to be put in place to hold everyone within the

organisation accountable for poor results and unacceptable communication. Most of all, this

is a call to end the ”Tyranny of the OR”. There is a wide spectrum between closed OR

open poles of source and innovation, and companies won’t have a choice but to reposition

themselves inside this spectrum. Globalisation is buying time for Big Corp, but in the end,

Consumers will become fed up being reduced to marketing subjects, and bright employees will

seek leaders not followers. Paraphrasing C.K. Prahalad: ”Any corporation inable to escape

it’s past, will be inable to invent and be part of the future”.
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